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Wealthy schools
may be forced to
maintain costs

Role-playing warriors

A motion in Congress
could make some
universities apply their

Jena 6 boy
sent back
to prison
for hearing

investment earnings to
tuition | Page 3

By M»ry Foster
The Associated Press

Roanoke officials
alerted to possible
VA Tech lawsuits

NEW ORLEANS — A black teenager whose prosecution in the
beatingofawhiteclassmate drew
thousands to I.ouisiana for a civil
rights demonstration is back in
jail, but a prosecutor said Eriday
the sentence has nothing to do
with the racially charged case.
Mychal Bell, 17, was unexpectedly sent back to prison on
Thursday after going to juvenile court in central Louisiana's
LaSalle Parish for what he
expected to be a routine hearing,
Carol Powell Lexing, one of his
attorneys said.
Instead, state District Judge ).P.
Mauffrey ]r. decided Bell had violated probation and sentenced
him to 18 months in jail on two
counts of simple battery and two
counts of criminal destruction of
property, lexing said.
"This matter was unrelated to
the December 2006 event at lena
High School, and that case was
not even mentioned in the court
proceedings,'' District Attorney
Reed Walters said Friday.
Bell had faced charges before
the Dec. 4 attack on white
classmate lust in Barker at lena
High School. Walters' decision
to pursue adult felony charges
against Bell and others who
became known as the lena Six
led to charges of unfairness and,
eventually, to last month's march
that drew an estimated 20.000 to
25,000 to the little town of Jena.
After the attack on Barker,
Bell was originally charged
with attempted murder, but the
charges were reduced and he was
convicted of battery. An appeals
court threw that conviction out,
saying Bell should not have been
tried as an adult on that charge.
Racial tensions began rising
in August 2006 in Jena after a

A personal injury lawyer
representing 20 victims
may sue the town and its
employees for negligence
| Page 3

Castro speaks on
radio for first time
in 14 months
The Cuban president
praised and joked with the
Venezuelan president on

JORDAN FIOWEB

Students battle with foam, imaginations

the air yesterday | Page 6

By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

Myanmar ignores
environment laws

Yesterday on the MacDonald lawn,
the warrior Vanirrok was left nearly helpless after his assailant,
Atazoth, hacked off his left
leg with a flail. But Vanirrok
continued to Tight for his
honor without his legs
and lopped off Atazoth's
right arm. But Atazoth
swung his flail relentlessly
at the battered warrior, and after a
two-minute melee, Vanirrok was mercilessly smitten.
But the flail was made of foam,
nobody's limbs were really chopped
off and Vanirrok is actually senior
Dylan Baldanza, who will live to fight
many more Dagorhir battles.
Dagorhir is a LARP, a live action
role-playing game, and is much larger
than a group of 20 people dressed
in their favorite I.R.R. Tolkien attire,
swinging foam weapons around
madly — although that is how it first
started in the 1970s. Today Dagorhir
has grown to a nationwide organization with many different chapters and

Experts say the country
has become notorious for
its apathy about nature
preservation in order to
make money | Page 6

BG tumbles 4714 to Red Hawks
Falcon football players
and coaches were left
feeling frustrated after
Saturday's loss | Page 7

Volleyball takes
home double win
BG's record improved to
15-7 after the team beat
both Central and Eastern
Michigan | Page 7

thousands of members.
The BCi chapter is in the Eryndor
realm and has members from all over
1-75, mostly from northern Ohio and
southern Michigan, with some members as far south as Georgia.
Although the swords, flails, javelins,
spears, arrows and glaives are all
padded with foam and comply
with Dagorhir regulations, the
combat is in no way mild. Nate
Ufford. a University of Toledo
student known by his allies as
Haldour, said since the weapons
arc all padded, there are few combat restraints.
According to Ufford, who has
the Eryndor crest tattooed on his
arm, kicking shields, bum rushing and grappling are permitted
during combat, and although
injuries are rare, they do happen,
he said, examining his crooked
pinkie, a battle wound that never
healed straight,
Sarah Luczyk, Dagorhir alias Sidia
and a hall director in MacDonald,
said twisted ankles and strained
muscles are the most common and
are injuries that happen in any alh-

See DAGORHIR | Page 2

Hearing-impaired
comedian encourages
communication
By Kyi* Reynolds
Reporter

FRIEDA FALCON
Super Senior. Aviation
"Yes - otherwise, you
get stinky breath.'

| Pag* 4

FREDDY FALCON
Super Senior. Aviation and
Sports Managentent
"No - there's no floss
big enough for my
teeth."
|Page4
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Comedian Kathy Buckley filled
the Union Ballroom with laughter Friday night, even if she was
unable to hear it.
Buckley, who is hearing
impaired, came to campus to
make students laugh and to talk
about her life. Despite not being
able to hear the laughter, she said
she knows people are laughing
because she can feel the vibrations throughout the room and
can see everyone's reactions.
Many of Buckley's jokes centered on living with her hearing
impairment. She joked about
trying to lip read the slow moving
lips of Texans and how she used
her impairment to get out of a
speeding ticket.
Buckley's life has not always
been full of laughs, though. She
talked about how she was put in
a school for the mentally challenged until she was 8 years old
before it was discovered that she
was deaf.
"It took them that long to figure that out, and they thought I
was the slow one," Buckley said.
Buckley not only entertained
on Friday night, but she also
inspired the audience with her
stories of her strength.
When she was 20 years old,
Buckley was run over by a life
guard vehicle when she lying on
the beach.
She was in a wheelchair for
more than two years, and it took
her about five years to recover.
A few years later, she was diag-

r^

Kathy
Buckley
Comedian who
spoke on campus
last week

nosed with cervical cancer.
Buckley said another tragedy in her life was the limitations
people put on her.
"I spent my whole life listening
to the labels of society, and that I
wasn't acceptable," Buckley said.
Buckley explained that being
deaf isn't a problem, but if it you
let it hinder your ability to interact with others, it is.
"Nothing is wrong with having
hearing loss, but there is definitely something wrong with not
being able to communicate,"
Buckley said.
The student group Finding
Intelligence Greatness Uniquely
Residing in Everyone organized the event with the help
of more than 20 other student
organizations.
FIGURE president Amber
Ricker met Buckley when she
went to Las Vegas to receive her
award for being named Miracle
Ear's spokeschild in 2001.
"She is one of my role models
and I have a lot of respect for her,''
Ricker said.
Jaime Hoover, a senior at the
event, said she was inspired by
Buckley's story.
"I was amazed to hear her
life story and what she's been
through," Hoover said. "She was
also hilarious."
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TRAFFIC JAM: Cats are backed up on the northbound Interstate S Freeway following an overnight multi-vehicle crash which caused the
closure of several lanes on Saturday tn Santa Clanta. Calif

Big-rig crash kills 2 in Calif.
By Noakl Schwartz
The Associated Press

SANTA CLARITA. Calif. — A
late-night crash in a Southern
California freeway tunnel
quickly turned into a fiery,
chain-reaction pileup that
mangled several trucks, killed
at least two people and shut
down the key north-south route
as the wreckage burned into
Saturday.
The crash late the night
before involved five to six big
rigs and several passenger cars
and sent people fleeing for their
lives from the flaming tunnel.
At least five of the trucks burst
into flames, and the fire spread
to the other vehicles. Ten people
were injured.
"It looked like a bomb went
off," said Los Angeles County
firefighter Scott Clark, one
of about 300 firefighters who

battled the blaze through the
night.
Firefighters began hauling debris out of the tunnel
Saturday. Officials hope to
reopen (he southbound lanes of
Interstate 5 by tomorrow morning, but they have been hampered by small lingering fires
and concern about how many
repairs will have to be made
for the tunnel to be safe for
the public.
"One of the things hampering us is the continuing fire,"
said Will Kempton, director of
the California Department of
Transportation. "Our goal is to
get the roadway open as quickly
as possible."
The bodies of two crash victims were found in the tunnel Saturday, said California
Highway Patrol Officer David
Porter. He couldn't immediately say whether one of them was

a trucker listed as missing.
Firefighters could find more
bodies as they explored the
charred tunnel. They hoped
to finish the search by yesterday morning, said Deputy Fire
Chief lohn Tripp.
The pileup in the southbound
truck tunnel of Interstate 5
began about 11 p.m. Friday
when two big rigs collided on
the rain-slickened highway
about 30 miles north of downtown Los Angeles. As crashes
continued throughout the 550foot-long tunnel, five tractortrailers burst into flames, and
the fire quickly spread.
"There was an accident in
front of me. I come to a stop and
then they just start hitting me,
one right after another," trucker
Tony Brazil told reporters at the
See CRASH | Page 2
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letic competition.
"Safety, playability, realism," are the pillars of Dagorhir,
l.nczyk said. "So if it's not safe,
it's not coming on the field.
Safety is everything because we
are playing a full-contact game.
We are really lucky, most people get injured from, like, falling down or slipping into a tree.
We don't see many injuries from
weapons."
Dagorhir is co-ed and the
intense foamy blows don't bother Stacey Bubb, a junior at the
University of Toledo.
"1 wouid be offended if they
treated me soft-handed," Bubb
said. "It took getting used to,
but I learned to appreciate
being treated just like one of the
guys. It's sort of a compliment,
you know, being considered
dangerous."
Dagorh i r was created i n i mage
of I.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy world,
and most players' characters
look as if they would fit right in
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I to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
i.idc. call The BG News at
6966.
in Friday's BG News
incorrectly paraphrased ihe views
tma Gutierrez, a panelist

one of the guys. It's sort of a compliment."
Stacey Bubb | Dagorhir player
amongst the hobbits. wizards,
elves and knights. Ufford said
each player makes their own
garb out of leather, chain links,
metal studs and whatever else
they can fasten in a medieval
fashion.
Costumes are not required for
practices, but Ufford thinks it's
easier to battle in full attire.
"It's slightly less silly if you're
dressed up and swinging a
sword rather than in normal
clothes out there battling,"
he said.
The Dagorhir season lasts
April through November and
I.uczyk said the liryndor realm
pract ices twice a week to prepare
for competitions; on Saturdays
at the University of Toledo and
Sundays on MacDonald lawn.

There is usually one competition a month, which consists
of several chapters, and thousands of warriors show up to
battle to the death in honor of
their realm.
Death is defined by any one
blow to the chest, stomach,
groin, butt and back or a loss of
any two limbs. If a limb is struck
the player may continue lighting but may not use I he inflicted
limb. lor safety reasons, head
shots only count from arrows,
rocks or javelins.
Andrew Brock, president of
l-ryndor who goes by form the
Mighty, said there are no officials or referees to judge kills
during practice and that deaths
are determined by an honor system, which usually does not fail.

since everybody who plays gets
along really well.
Besides fulfilling a fantasy,
camaraderie is a major appeal
of Dagorhir, I.uczyk said.
This December, Luczyk and
her fiance. I'red, who met at the
University of Toledo Dagorhir,
plan lo marry In lune 2008,
their Dagorhir characters, Sidia
and Deakon, will tie the knot as
wellat the largest Dagorhirevent
of die year, Ragnarok, in front
of hundreds of their Dagorhir

brethren.
ManypeoplemayseeDagorhir
as a ridiculous fantasy game,
and despite the occasional
heckles hurled from MacDonald
dorm room windows, Brock said
members of Eryndor always
remain polite and positive.
"We like lo si.ix very open lo
new members because there
are people that have been wailing fur something like this their
whole lives," Brock said. "And
lots ol times new members will

gel very enthusiastic and we
like l hat."
lor more information visit
eiyndor.com or dagorhir.org.

■
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"I would be offended if they treated me
soft-handed. It took getting used to, but I
learned to appreciate being treated just like

in Thursday's debate between
the Latino Student Union and
College Republicans. Gutierrez
said she thought the question and
answer session of the debate was
not an appropriate time to challenge the College Republicans'
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant Day.
an event held last spring that was
one reason for holding last
week's debate.
The story also misspelled her
first name

Visit BGNEWS.com

From Page 1
black student sat under a tree
known as a gathering spot for
white students. Three white students later hung nooses from the
tree. They were suspended but
not prosecuted.
More than 20,000 demonstrators gathered last month in the
small central Louisiana town to
protest what they perceive as differences in how black and white
suspects are treated. The case has
drawn the attention of civil rights
activists including the Revs. Al
Sharpton and lesse lackson.
Sharpton reacted swiftly upon
learning Bell was back in jail
Thursday.
"We feel this was a cruel and
unusual punishment and is a
revenge by this judge for the lena
Six movement," said Sharpton,
who helped organize the protest held Sept. 20, the day Bell
was originally supposed to be
sentenced.
Bell's parents were also ordered
to pay all court costs and witness
costs, Sharpton said.
"I don't know what we're going
to do," lones said, i don't know
how we're going to pay for any of

this. I don't know how we're going
to get through this."
Bell and the other five defendants have been charged in the
attack on Barker, which left him
unconscious and bleeding with
facial injuries. According to court
testimony, he was repeatedly
kicked by a group of students at
the high school.
Barker was treated for three
hours at an emergency room hut
was able to attend a school function thai evening, authorities
have said.
Bell. Robert Bailey lr.. Carwin
lones, Bryant Purvis and Theo
Shaw were all initially charged
— as adults — with attempted
second-degree murder and conspiracy to commit the same,
Bell, who was Hi at Ihe time,
was convicted in lime of aggravated second-degree battery and
conspiracy to commit thai crime.
LaSalle Parish prosecutor Reed
Walters reduced the charges just
before t he t rial. Since I hen. both of
those convictions were dismissed
and tossed back to juvenile court,
where they now are being tried.
Charges against Bailey, 18,
lones, 19, and Shaw, III, have been
reduced to aggravated seconddegree battery. Purvis, IH. has not
yet been arraigned.

CRASH
From Page 1
crash site.
"A couple drivers come over
ihe top of ihe truck and |said|,
'Gel out of here, lei's get out of
here,' so I got my wallet and tin
phone and I was able lo squeeze
between thai iruck there and
ihe wall." Brazil said

I hecauseofthecrashisbetng
investigated.
The pileup snarled traffic for

miles in all directions as motor
isis had to navigate neighbor
hood si reels and mountain
roads to get around i lie wreck, li
took an hour lo travel Itttl yards
on one si reel just down ihe hill
from ihe crash.

Interstate 5 Is a ke\ route connecting Southern and Northern
California, as well as a major
commute! link between Los
Angeles and its northern suburbs. The affected stretch of
freeway carries about 225,000
vehicles a day. and there are
likely lo be huge traffic jams in
ihe area if il is slill closed when
people return to work today
At the crash site Saturday, ihe
charred skeletons ol a leu big
rigs peeked out of Ihe tunnel's

"A couple drivers
come over the top of
the truck and [said],
Get out of here.'"
si mill end. Ai leasl one was carrying produce, and a smolder
ing load of cabbage lay on Ihe
pavement A pile ol scorched
truck debris protruded from a
tunnel wall.
As I he I ire spread I riday night.
flames Shot out of both ends ill
ihe tunnel, rising as high as 1(H)
feel into the air. firelighters ai
the scene said.
I lie intense heal caused con

Crete to crack, meh and explode
in a leaction known as spawning lhat sent chunks (ailing onto
a load below throughout the

night. Firefighters worried thai
I he damage a mid cause pans of
Ihe tunnel to collapse, particularly if cars wcie allowed back
on a road thai runs above it.
ihe tunnel will require
repairs, bul because it is made
ill reinforced concrete, il like
l\ wool have In lie replaced.
Kcmpton said.
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Investments reap rewards for schools
Congressional movement would
force earnings to go toward tuition
By Justin Pop*
The Associated Press

Colleges and universities raked
in money by the billions last year.
Bui their investing success now
has a price — a movement in
Congress to force the wealthiest
schools to spend more of their
money to keep down tuition.
In recent weeks, a string of
colleges and universities have
announced enviable investment
results. Leading the way was Yale,
which earned 28 percent over the
year ending lune 30, increasing
the school's endowment to $22.5
billion overall.
I larvard. the world's wealthiest
university with $34.9 billion, beat

the market again with a 23 percent return. There also were good
a-turns for smaller schools such
as Bowdoin (24.4 percent) and
William & Mary (19.2 percent).
But while those numbers
were coming out, some members of the Senate Finance
Committee in Washington were
wondering aloud why the rise
in endowments isn't stemming
tuition increases. At a hearing
last month, lawmakers batted
around the idea of forcing at
least some of the wealthier colleges to spend more savings on
reducing costs.
"Senators, what would your
constituents say if gasoline cost
$9.15 a gallon?" Lynne Munson.

an adjunct fellow at the Center
for College Affordability and
Productivity in Washington told
the committee. "Or if the price
of milk was over $15? That is
how much those items would
cost if their price had gone up
at the same rate that tuition has
since 1980."
In the mid-1990s, a billion-dollar endowment was a mark of
the financial elite, a club with
just 17 schools in its ranks. By
last year, 62 colleges had hit the
mark. Within a few years there
will likely be 100.
Private foundations are
required by law to spend at least
5 percent of their endowments
each year on their missions, but
public charities—a category that
includes colleges — face no such
requirement. Holding colleges to
the same standard is an idea that

GETALIFE
6 p.m.

Greek House Director
Meeting

6 O'Clock Talk: The
Realities of Credit Card

514 Union

Debt

By Su« Lindsey*

Union Theater

The Associated Press

10:30 a.m. -4 p.m.

Sweetest Day Basket Raffle

6 - 7 p.m.

Union Table Space

FYSS-Dream BIG: Make
theMostofBGSU

2 - 3 p.m.

315 Union

FYSS-We Didn't Have to
Do That in High School!

6 - 8 p.m.

515 Union
2:30 p.m.

Music Discovery Day
Concert
Moore Musical Arts Center.
KobackerHall
4 - 5 p.m.

FYSS - Developing Your
Spiritual Life

6 O'Clock Talk: Movie
"Maxed Out" and
Discussion
206 Union
8- 10 p.m.

LCA First Annual Talent

Show
Union Ballroom

515 Union
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ROANOKF, Va — As the sixthmonth anniversary of the Virginia
Tech massacre approaches, a lawyer representing 20 people killed
or injured in the April shootings
has began notifying the (own and
the state about possible lawsuits.
Blacksburg Town Attorney
Larry Spencer said he received
notices Friday from Peter (irenier,
a personal injury lawyer in
Washington, D.C., of possible
lawsuits claiming negligence by
the town mid its employees.
A spokesman for the state attorney general's office said it received
notice Friday from Grenier's law
firm of a possible lawsuit on
behalf of injured student Kevin
Sterne. Tucker Martin said he
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Virginia Tech student
may file injury lawsuit
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8:30 a.m.

clearly interests Iowa Republican
Sen. Charles Grassley, the minority leader of the Senate Finance
Committee and Capitol Hill's
closest scrutinizer of non-profits.
"It'd be good to see the very
elite institutions, with the richest
endowments, take the lead and
create a ripple effect throughout
higher education to make college
more affordable for everyone," he
said in a statement. It's unclear
right now, both Republicans
and Democrats say, whether the
proposal will make it out of the
committee, which is considering
several ideas related to taxes and
higher education.
In fact, colleges spent on
average 4.6 percent from their
endowments last year, according to the latest figures from
National Association of College
and University Business Officers.
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could not say whether it was a
possible lawsuit against Virginia
Tech or the state itself.
No lawsuits have yet been filed
stemming from the shootings on
the university's Blacksburg campus, where mentally disturbed
student Seung-Hui Clio killed two
people in a dormitory and 30 in a
classroom building before taking
his own life.
The notice does not necessarily mean lawsuits will be filed,
but such notification is needed
by tomorrow, six months after
the shootings, if lawsuits against
a locality are to be filed in state
court. A notice of a claim against
Virginia Tech or the state must lie
filed within a year.
More than two hours elapsed
between the dormitory slayings
and Cho's rampage at Norris Hall.

PWZESUDOKU.™
and police initially thought the first
shootings were an act of domestic violence. Grenier's notices to
the town alleged that Blacksburg
police, who were among officers who responded, "failed to
conduct a reasonably thorough
and professionally appropriate
investigation."
Grenier also contended that
town officials failed to take steps
to protect Virginia Tech students.
University students and
employees were not notified of
the first shootings for more than
two hours, and Grenier said the eniail notice sent by school officials
"was inaccurate and incomplete"

and "unlikely to sufficiently advise
students of the serious risks posed
to their safety."
Greg Gwaltney, whose son
Matthew Gregory- Gwaltney
was killed, said he and the other
families represented by Grenier's
firm have been advised not to
comment regarding the potential
lawsuits. But he said many of the
families planned to go to Capitol
Hill tomorrow to speak regarding the Brady Act. which requires
a background check for anyone
buying a gun.
Grenier represents the families
of 12 people killed and eight who
were injured in the shootings.

Spring

Registratila
D_LI-ILL_L_ for:
f_
Registration begins
You owe it to yourself to consider working
with National City. As one of the nation's leading financial
holding companies, we offer a variety of professional
opportunities in:
• Retail Banking
• Operations

2008

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students

October 22
October 24
October 30
November 6
November 14
November 20
November 29

Juniors
Sophomores
Frachmon
ricolllilcll

Guest Students

• Information Technology
• Sales
• Finance
• And many more fields...
Plus, we help ensure your success with professional
development programs, an encouraging and rewarding
work environment, as well as growth and advancement
opportunities.
Learn more about our career opportunities.
Visit nationalcity.com/undergrad.

National City
NationalCity.com | © National City Corporation®
National City Corporation subsidiaries and member banks are Equal Opportunity Employers. National City requires
candidates to submit to pie-employment drug screening.

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using Mv.BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419-372-4444
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Someone rummaged through
an unlocked car on Lehman
Avenue overnight. Nothing was
taken.
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CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at

419-572-6966.
A story in Friday's BG News
incorrectly paraphrased the views
of Cristina Gutierrez, a panelist

1:07 a.m.
A vehicle on Palmer Avenue
was broken into overnight.
Nothing was taken.
2:10 p.m.
A white iPod, valued at $150.
was taken from an unlocked
vehicle on North Enterprise

Street.
11:14 p.m.
Matthew Knstopher Reyome,
22. of Bowling Green, was
given a civil citation for having
an open bottle of Smirnoff Ice
if i the front seat of his parked
vehicle. Reyome's passenger.
( hristopher M. Holly. 23. of
rig Green, was also cited
for having an open container.
SUNDAY
1:43 a.m.
Matthew A Anderson. 20. of
Millersburg. Ohio, was cited fc
underage possession of alcohol.
Officers slopped Anderson for
improperly crossing the railroad
tracks near East Merry Street.
The officer asked what was in
the Anderson's backpack, and
he admitted it contained" "a few
beers." He willingly gave it to
the officer who searched it and
found 11 cans and two bottles
of beer.
2:32 a.m.
Joseph J. Kress. 20. of Louisville.
Ohio, was arrested and taken
to the VU>od County Justice
Center for criminal damaging,
criminal trespassing and underage intoxication.

in Thursday's debate between
the Latino Student Union and
College Republicans. Gutierrez
said she thought the question and
answer session of the debate was
not an appropriate time to challenge the College Republicans'
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant Day."
an event held last spring that was
one reason for holding last
weeks debate.
The story also misspelled her
first name.

Visit BGNEWS.com

DAG0RHIR
From Page 1

letic competition.
"Safety, payability, realism," are the pillars of Dagorhir,
Luczyk said. "So if it's not safe,
it's not coming on the field.
Safety is everything because we
are playing a full-contact game.
We are really lucky, most people get injured from, like, falling down or slipping into a tree.
We don't see many injuries from
weapons."
Dagorhir is co-ed and the
intense foamy blows don't bother Stacey Bubb, a junior at the
University of Toledo.
"I would be offended if they
treated me soft-handed," Bubb
said. "It took getting used to,
but I learned to appreciate
being treated just like one of the
guys. It's sort of a compliment,
you know, being considered
dangerous."
Dagorhir was created in image
of J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy world,
and most players' characters
look as if they would fit right in

"I would be offended if they treated me
soft-handed. It took getting used to, but I
learned to appreciate being treated just like
one of the guys. It's sort of a compliment."
Stacey Bubb | Dagorhir player

amongst the hobbits, wizards,
elves and knights. Ufford said
each player makes their own
garb out of leather, chain links,
metal studs and whatever else
they can fasten in a medieval
fashion.
Costumes are not required for
practices, but Ufford thinks it's
easier to battle in full attire.
"It's slightly less silly if you're
dressed up and swinging a
sword rather than in normal
clothes out there battling,"
he said.
The Dagorhir season lasts
April through November and
Luczyk said the Eryndor realm
practices twice a week to prepare
for competitions; on Saturdays
at the University of Toledo and
Sundays on MacDonald lawn.

this. I don't know how we're going
to get through this."
Bell and the other five defenFrom Page 1
dants have been charged in the
black student sat under a tree attack on Barker, which left him
known as a gathering spot for unconscious and bleeding with
white students. Three white stu- facial injuries. According to court
dents later hung nooses from the testimony, he was repeatedly
tree. They were suspended but kicked by a group of students at
the high school.
not prosecuted.
Barker was treated for three
More than 20,000 demonstrators gathered last month in the hours at an emergency room but
small central Louisiana town to was able to attend a school funcprotest what they perceive as dif- tion that evening, authorities
ferences in how black and white have said.
Bell, Robert Bailey Ir., Carwin
suspects are treated. The case has
drawn the attention of civil rights lones, Bryant Purvis and Theo
activists including the Revs. Al Shaw were all initially charged
— as adults — with attempted
Sharpton and (esse Jackson,
Sharpton reacted swiftly upon second-degree murder and conlearning Bell was back in jail spiracy to commit the same.
Bell, who was 16 at the time,
Thursday.
"We feel this was a cruel and was convicted in June of aggraunusual punishment and is a vated second-degree battery and
revenge by this judge for the lena conspiracy to commit that crime.
Six movement," said Sharpton, LaSalle Parish prosecutor Reed
who helped organize the pro- Walters reduced the charges just
test held Sept. 20, the day Bell before the trial. Since then, both of
was originally supposed to be those convictions were dismissed
and tossed back to juvenile court,
sentenced.
Bell's parents were also ordered where they now are being tried.
Charges against Bailey, 18,
to pay all court costs and witness
Jones, 19, and Shaw, 18, have been
costs, Sharpton said.
"1 don't know what we're going reduced to aggravated secondto do," lones said. "I don't know degree battery. Purvis, 18, has not
how we're going to pay for any of yet been arraigned.

PRISON

There is usually one competition a month, which consists
of several chapters, and thousands of warriors show up to
battle to the death in honor of
their realm.
Death is defined by any one
blow to the chest, stomach,
groin, butt and back or a loss of
any two limbs. If a limb is struck
the player may continue fighting but may not use the inflicted
limb. For safety reasons, head
shots only count from arrows,
rocks or javelins.
Andrew Brock, president of
Eryndor who goes by Torm the
Mighty, said there are no officials or referees to judge kills
during practice and that deaths
are determined by an honor system, which usually docs not fail,

CRASH
From Page 1

crash site.
"A couple drivers come over
the top of the truck and |said|,
'Get out of here, let's get mil of
here,' so I got my wallet and my
phone and I was able to squeeze
between that truck there and
the wall," Brazil said.
The cause ofthecrash is being
investigated.
The pileup snarled traffic for
miles in all directions as motorists had to navigate neighborhood streets and mountain
roads to get around t he wreck. It
took an hour to travel 100 yards
on one street just down the hill
from the crash.
Interstate 5 is a key route connecting Southern and Northern
California, as well as a major
commuter link between Los
Angeles and its northern suburbs. The affected stretch of
freeway carries about 225,000
vehicles a day, and there are
likely to be huge traffic jams in
the area if it is still closed when
people return to work today.
At the crash site Saturday, the
charred skeletons of a few big
rigs peeked out of the tunnel's

since everybody who plays gets
along really well.
Besides fulfilling a fantasy,
camaraderie is a major appeal
of Dagorhir, Luczyk said.
This December, Luczyk and
her fiance, Fred, who met at the
University of Toledo Dagorhir,
plan to marry. In June 2008,
their Dagorhir characters, Sidia
and Deakon, will tie the knot as
wellat the largest Dagorhir event
of the year, Ragnarok, in front
of hundreds of their Dagorhir
brethren.
ManypeoplemayseeDagorhir
as a ridiculous fantasy game,
and despite the occasionai
heckles hurled from MacDonald
dorm room windows, Brock said
members of Eryndor always
remain polite and positive.
"We like to stay very open to
new members because there
are people that have been waiting for something like this their
whole lives," Brock said. "And
lots of times new members will
get very enthusiastic, and we
like that."
For more information visit
cryndor.com or dagorhir.org.

"A couple drivers
come over the top of
the truck and [said],
'Get out of here.'"
Ibny Brazi11 Trucker

south end. At least one was carrying produce, and a smoldering toad of cabbage lay on the
pavement. A pile of scorched
truck debris protruded from a
tunnel wall.
Asthefire spread Fridaynight,
flames shot out of both ends of
the tunnel, rising as high as 100
feet into the air, firefighters at
the scene said.
I he intense heat caused concrete to crack, melt and explode
in a reaction known as spawling that sent chunks falling onto
a road below throughout the
night. Firefighters worried that
the damage could cause parts of
the tunnel to collapse, particularly if cars were allowed back
on a road that runs above it.
The tunnel will require
repairs, hut because it is made
of reinforced concrete, it likely won't have to be replaced,
Kcmptonsaid.
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Investments reap rewards for schools
Congressional movement would
force earnings to go toward tuition
By Ju.lin Pop*
The Associated Press

Colleges and universities raked
in money by the billions last year.
But their investing success now
has a price — a movement in
Congress to force the wealthiest
schools to spend more of their
money to keep down tuition.
In recent weeks, a string of
colleges and universities have
announced enviable investment
results. Leading the way was Yale,
which earned 28 percent over the
year ending June 30, increasing
the school's endowment to $22.5
billion overall.
Harvard, the world's wealthiest
university with $34.9 billion, beat

the market again with a 23 percent return. Tnere also were good
returns foi smaller schools such
as Bowdoin (24.4 percent) and
William & Mary (19-2 percent).
But while those numbers
were coming out, some members of the Senate Finance
Committee in Washington were
wondering aloud why the rise
in endowments isn't stemming
tuition increases. At a hearing
last month, lawmakers batted
around the idea of forcing at
least some of the wealthier colleges to spend more savings on
reducing costs.
"Senators, what would your
constituents say if gasoline cost
$9.15 a gallon?" Lynne Munson,

an adjunct fellow at the Center
for College Affordability and
Productivity in Washington told
the committee. "Or if the price
of milk was over $15? That is
how much those items would
cost if their price had gone up
at the same rate that tuition has
since 1980."
In the mid- 1990s, a billion-dollar endowment was a mark of
the financial elite, a club with
just 17 schools in its ranks. By
last year, 62 colleges had hit the
mark. Within a few years there
will likely be 100.
Private foundations are
required by law to spend at least
5 percent of their endowments
each year on their missions, but
public charities—a category that
includes colleges — face no such
requirement. Holding colleges to
the same standard is an idea that

GETALIFE
6 p.m.
6 0ClockTalk:The
Realities of Credit Card
Debt

By Sue Lindsey

Union Theater

10:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sweetest Day Basket Raffle
Union Table Space

2 - 3 p.m.
FYSS-We Didn't Have to
Do That in High School!
315 Union

2:30 p.m.
Music Discovery Day
Concert
Moor* Musical Arts Center.
Kobaclcer Hall

4 - 5 p.m.
FYSS - Developing Your
Spiritual Life

The Associated Press

6 - 7 p.m.
FYSS-Dream BIG: Make
theMostofBGSU
SIS Union
6 - 8 p.m.
6 O'Clock Talk: Movie
"Maxed Out" and
Discussion
206 Union

8-10 p.m.
LCA First Annual Talent
Show
Union Ballroom

515 Union

5

ROANOKE Va. — As the sixthmonth anniversary of the Virginia
Tech massacre approaches, a lawyer representing 20 people killed
or injured in the April shootings
has began notifying the town and
the state about possible lawsuits.
Blacksburg Town Attorney
Larry Spencer said he received
notices Friday from Peter Grenier,
a personal injury lawyer in
Washington, DC, of possible
lawsuits claiming negligence by
the town and its employees.
A spokesman for the state attorney general's office said it received
notice Friday from Grenier's law
firm of a possible lawsuit on
behalf of injured student Kevin
Steme. Tucker Martin said he
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Virginia Tech student
may file injury lawsuit

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

8:30 a.m.
Greek House Director
Meeting
114 IMM

clearly interests Iowa Republican
Sen. Charles Grassley, the minority leader of the Senate Finance
Committee and Capitol Hill's
closest SITu i i n j/cr of non-profits.
"It'd be good to see the very
elite institutions, with the richest
endowments, take the lead and
create a ripple effect throughout
higher education to make college
more affordable for everyone," he
said in a statement. It's unclear
right now, both Republicans
and Democrats say, whether the
proposal will make it out of the
committee, which is considering
several ideas related to taxes and
higher education.
In fact, colleges spent on
average 4.6 percent from their
endowments last year, according to the latest figures from
National Association of College
and University Business Officers.
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could not say whether it was a
possible lawsuit against Virginia
Tech or the state itself.
No lawsuits have yet been filed
stemming from the shootings on
the university's Blacksburg campus, where mentally disturbed
student Seung-Hui Cho killed two
people in a dormitory and 30 in a
classroom building before taking
his own life.
The notice does not necessarily mean lawsuits will be filed,
but such notification is needed
by tomorrow, six months after
the shootings, if lawsuits against
a locality are to be filed in state
court. A notice of a daim against
Virginia Tech or the state must be
filed within a year.
More than two hours elapsed
between the dormitory slayings
and Cho's rampage at Norris Hall,

PWZESUDOKE
and "unlikely to sufficiently advise
students of the serious risks posed
to their safety."
Greg Gwaltney, whose son
Matthew Gregory Gwaltney
was killed, said he and the other
families represented by Grenier's
firm have been advised not to
comment regarding the potential
lawsuits. But he said many of the
families planned to go to Capitol
Hill tomorrow to speak regarding the Brady Act, which requires
a background check for anyone
buying a gun.
Grenier represents the families
of 12 people killed and eight who
were injured in the shootings.

and police initially thought the first
shootings were an act of domestic violence. Grenier's notices to
the town alleged that Blacksburg
police, who were among officers who responded, "failed to
conduct a reasonably thorough
and professionally appropriate
investigation."
Grenier also contended that
town officials failed to take steps
to protect Virginia Tech students.
University students and
employees were not notified of
the first shootings for more than
two hours, and Grenier said the email notice sent by school officials
"was inaccurate and incomplete"

ENGAGE YOUR AMBITION WITH US,

..Spring
Kegistrah
Registration begins for:
You owe it to yourself to consider working
with National City. As one of the nation's leading financial
holding companies, we offer a variety of professional
opportunities in:
• Retail Banking
• Operations

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

2008

October 22
October 24
October 30
November 6
November 14
November 20
November 29

• Information Technology
• Sales

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!

• Finance
• And many more fields...
Plus, we help ensure your success with professional
development programs, an encouraging and rewarding
work environment, as well as growth and advancement
opportunities.

Pre-M^rAdvisbg«DdUWS
Arts & Sciences
Business Adavinistr*tion
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology

FMafc

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Bui Wing

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Hearth Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Learn more about our career opportunities.
Register using My.BGSU.6dll

Visit nationaldty.com/undergrad.

www.bgsu.edu/offlces/reglstrar

National City

BGSU.

NationalCity.com | O National City Corporation®

Office of Registration and Records

National City Corporation subsidiaries and member banks aie Equal Opportunity Employers. National City requires
candidaies to submit lo preemployment drug screening

.

To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

-;-

110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419-372-4444
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From Page 1
"Safely, payability, realism," are the pillars of Dagorhir,
I.uczyk said. "So if it's not safe,
it's not coming on the field.
Safety is everything because we
are playing a full-contact game.
We are really lucky, most people get injured from, like, falling down or slipping into a tree.
We don't see many injuries from
weapons."
Dagorhir is co-ed and the
intense foamy blows don't bother Stacey Bubb. a junior at the
University of Toledo.
"I would be offended if they
treated me soft-handed," Bubb
said. "It took getting used to,
but I learned to appreciate
being treated just like one of the
guys. It's sort of a compliment,
you know, being considered
dangerous."
Dagorhinvas created in image
of I.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy world,
and most players' characters
look as if they would fit right in

"I would be offended if they treated me
soft-handed. It took getting used to, but I
learned to appreciate being treated just like
one of the guys. It's sort of a compliment."
Stacey Bubb | Dagorhir player
amongst the hobbits. wizards,
elves and knights. Ufford said
each player makes their own
garb out of leather, chain links,
metal studs and whatever else
they can fasten in a medieval
fashion.
Costumes are not required for
practices, but Ufford thinks it's
easier to bat t le i n f u 11 at t i re.
"It's slightly less silly if you're
dressed up and swinging a
sword rather than in normal
clothes out there battling,"
he said.
The Dagorhir season lasts
April through November and
Luczyk said the Eryndor realm
practices twice a week to prepare
for competitions: on Saturdays
at the University of Toledo and
Sundays on MacDonald lawn.

There is usually one competition a month, which consists
of several chapters, and thousands of warriors show up to
battle to the death in honor of
their realm.
Death is defined by any one
blow to the chest, stomach,
groin, butt and back or a loss c4
any two limbs. If a limb is struck
the player may continue lighting but may not use the inflicted
limb, for safety reasons, head
shots only count from arrows,
rocks or javelins.
Andrew Brock, president of
Eryndor who goes by Turin the
Mighty, said then' are no officials or referees to judge kills
during practice and that deaths
are determined by an bonoi s\ •.
tem, which usually does not fail.

since everybody who plays gets
along really well.
Besides fulfilling a fantasy,
camaraderie is a major appeal
of Dagorhir. I.uczyk said.
I his December, I.uczyk and
her fiance, I red. who met at the
University of Toledo Dagorhir,
plan to marry. In lune 2008,
their Dagorhir characters, Sidia
and Deakon, will tie the knot as
well at the largest Dagorhirevent
of the year, Ragnarok, in front
of hundreds of their Dagorhir

brethren,
Manypcoplcmaysee Dagorhir
as a ridiculous fantasy game,
and despite the occasional

heckles hurled from MacDonald
dorm room windows, Brock said
members of Eryndor always
remain polite and positive.
"We like to stay very open to
new members because there
are people [hat have been wailing for something like this their
whole lives," Hrock said. "And
lots of limes new members will
get very enthusiastic, and we

like that."
lor more information visit
eryndor.com or dagorhir.org.
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CORRECTION
POLICY
I to correct alt factual
errors. If you think an error has
til The BG News at
. -6966.

in Friday's BG News
incorrectly paraphrased the views
of Cristina Gutierrez, a panelist

in Thursdays debate between
the Latmo Student Union and
College Republicans. Gutierrez
said she thought the question and
answer session of the debate was
not an appropriate time to challenge the College Republicans'
"Catch an Illegal Immigrant Day.
an event held last spring that was
one reason for holding last
weeks debate.
The story also misspelled her
first name.

Visit BGNEWS.com

black student sat under a tree
known as a gathering spot for
white students. Three white students later hung nooses from the
tree. They were suspended but
not prosecuted.
MOW than 20.000 demonstrators gathered last month in the
small central Uiuisiana town to
protest what they perceive as differences in how black and while
suspects are treated. The case has
drawn the attention ol civil rights
activists including the Revs. Al
Sharpton and lesse lackson.
Sbarpton reacted swiftly upon
learning Bell was back in jail
Thursday.
"We feel this was a cruel and
unusual punishment and is a
revenge by this judge for the lena
Six movement," said Sharpton,
who helped organize the protest held Sept. 20, the day Bell
was originally supposed to be
sentenced.
Bell's parents were also ordered
to pay all court costs and witness
costs, Sbarpton said.
"1 don't know what we're going
to do," lones said. "I don't know
bow we're going to pay for any of

this. I don't know how we're going
to get through this."
Bell and the other five defendants have been charged in the
attack on Barker, which left him
unconscious and bleeding with
facial injuries. According to court
testimony, he was repeatedly
kicked by a group of students at
the high school.
Barker was treated for three
hours at an emergency room but
was able to attend a school function that evening, authorities
have said.
Bell, Robert Bailey lr„ Carwin
lones, Bryant Purvis and Theo
Shaw were all initially charged
— as adults — with attempted
second-degree murder and conspiracy to commit the same.
Bell, who was 16 at the lime.
was convicted in lune of aggra
rated second-degree battery and
conspiracy to commit that crime.
UaSalle Parish prosecutor Reed
Walters reduced the charges just
before the trial Since then, both of
those convictions were dismissed
and tossed back to juvenile court,
where they now are Ix'ing tried.
Charges against Bailey, 18,
lones, 19. and Shaw, 18. have been
reduced to aggravated seconddegree batten'. Purvis, 18, has not
yet been arraigned.

CRASH
From Page 1
crash site.
"A couple drivers come over
the top of the truck and |said|.
Xiet out of here, let's gel out of

"A couple drivers
come over the top of
the truck and [said],
Get out of here.'"

here,'so I got mj wallet and my
phone and I was able to squeeze
between thai truck there and
the wall." Brazil said,

The cause of the crash is being
invest igaled.
The pileup snarled traffic tot
miles in all directions as motor
ists had to navigate neighbor
hood streets and mountain
roads to get around the wreck. It
took an hour to travel KM) yards
on one si reel just down the bill
from the crash.
Interstate !i is a key route connecting Southern and Northern
California as well as a major
commuter link between Los
Angeles and its northern sub
urbs. I he affected stretch of
freeway carries about 225,000
vehicles a day. and there are
likely to be huge traffic jams in
the area it ii is still dosed when
people return to work today.
At the crash she Saturday, the
charred skeletons of a few big
rigs peeked out of the tunnel's

south end. At least one was cat
i\iiig produce, and a smoldering load of cabbage lay on the
pavement \ pile of scorched
iiiuk debris protruded from a
tunnel wall.

Asthefirespread I ridaynlght,
flames slim out ol both ends ol
the tunnel, rising as high as Kill
feel into the air. firefighters at
the scene said
I he intense heal caused concrete to crack, melt and explode
in a reaction known as spawning ihalscni chunks falling nnlu
,i mad befow throughout the
night. Firefighters worried that
the damage could cause parts of
the tunnel to collapse, particularly il cars were allowed back
cina road thai runs above it.
The tunnel will require
repairs, but bet arise n is made
ol reinforced concrete, it likely won'i have io be replaced,
Kempton said,
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Investments reap rewards for schools
Congressional movement would
force earnings to go toward tuition
By Juilin Pop*
The Associated Press

Colleges and universities raked
in money by the billions last year.
Hut tbeir investing success now
has a price — a movement in
Congress to force the wealthiest
schools to spend more of their
money to keep down tuition.
In recent weeks, a string of
colleges and universities have
announced enviable investment
results. Leading the way was Yale,
which earned 28 percent over the
year ending lune 30, increasing
the school's endowment to S22.5
billion overall.
I larvard, the world's wealthiest
university with S34.9 billion, beat

the market again with a 23 percent return. There also were good
returns for smaller schools such
as Bowdoin (24.4 percent) and
William & Mary (19.2 percent).
But while those numbers
were coming out, some members of the Senate Finance
Committee in Washington were
wondering aloud why the rise
in endowments isn't stemming
tuition increases. At a hearing
last month, lawmakers batted
around the idea of forcing at
least some of the wealthier colleges to spend more savings on
reducing costs.
"Senators, what would your
constituents say if gasoline cost
S9.I5 a gallon?" Lynne Munson,

an adjunct fellow at the Center
for College Affordability and
I'roductiviry in Washington told
the committee. "Or if the price
of milk was over $15? That is
how much those items would
cost if their price had gone up
at the same rate that tuition has
since 1980."
In the mid-1990s, a billion-dollar endowment was a mark of
the financial elite, a club with
just 17 schools in its ranks. By
last year, 62 colleges had hit the
mark. Within a few years there
will likely be 100.
Private foundations are
required by law to spend at least
5 percent of their endowments
each year on their missions, but
public charities—a category that
includes colleges — face no such
requirement. I lolding colleges to
the same standard is an idea that
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The Associated Press
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ROANOKE, Va. — As the sixthmonth anniversary of the Virginia
Tech massacre approaches, a lawyer representing 20 people killed
or injured in the April shootings
has began notifying the town and
the state about possible lawsuits.
Blacksburg Town Attorney
Larry Spencer said he received
notices Friday from Peter Crenicr,
a personal injury lawyer in
Washington, D.C., of possible
lawsuits claiming negligence by
the town and its employees.
A spokesman for the state attorney general's office said it received
notice Friday from Grenier's law
firm of a possible lawsuit on
behalf of injured student Kevin
Steme. fucker Martin said he
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Virginia Tech student
may file injury lawsuit
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clearly interests Iowa Republican
Sen. Charles Grassley, the minority leader of the Senate Finance
Committee and Capitol Hill's
closest scrutinizer of non-profits.
"It'd be good to see the very
elite institutions, with the richest
endowments, take the lead and
create a ripple effect throughout
higher education to make college
more affordable for everyone," he
said in a statement. It's unclear
right now, both Republicans
and Democrats say, whether the
proposal will make it out of the
committee, which is considering
several ideas related to taxes and
higher education.
In fact, colleges spent on
average 4.6 percent from their
endowments last year, according to the latest figures from
National Association of College
and University Business Officers.
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could not say whether it was a
possible lawsuit against Virginia
Tech or the state itself.
No lawsuits have yet been filed
stemming from the shootings on
the university's Blacksburg campus, where mentally disturbed
student Seung-Hui Clio killed two
people in a dormitory and 30 in a
classroom building before taking
his own life.
The notice does not necessarily mean lawsuits will be filed,
but such notification is needed
by tomorrow, six months after
the shootings, if lawsuits against
a locality are to be filed in state
court. A notice of a daim against
Virginia Tech or the state must be
filed within a year.
More than two hours elapsed
between the dormitory slayings
and Clio's rampage at Norris Hall,

PRIZESUDOKU.COM
and "unlikely to sufficiently advise
studentsof the serious risks posed
to their safety."
Greg Gwaltney, whose son
Matthew Gregory Gwaltney
was killed, said he and the other
families represented by Grenier's
firm have been advised not to
comment regarding the potential
lawsuits. But he said many of the
families planned to go to Capitol
Hill tomorrow to speak regarding the Brady Act, which requires
a background check for anyone
buying a gun.
C Irenier represents the families
of 12 people killed and eight who
were injured in the shootings.

and police initially thought the first
shootings were an act of domestic violence. Grenier's notices to
the town alleged that Blacksburg
police, who were among officers who responded, "failed to
conduct a reasonably thorough
and professionally appropriate
investigation."
Grenier also contended that
town officials failed to take steps
to protect Virginia Tech students.
University students and
employees were not notified of
the first shootings for more than
two hours, and Grenier said the email notice sent by school officials
"was inaccurate and incomplete"
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Registration begins for:

You owe it to yourself to consider working
with National City. As one of the nation's leading financial
holding companies, we offer a variety of professional
opportunities in:
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November 14
November 20
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Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
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• Information Technology
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• Finance
• And many more fields...
Plus, we help ensure your success with professional
development programs, an encouraging and rewarding
work environment, as well as growth and advancement
opportunities.
Learn more about our career opportunities.
Visit nationalcity.com/undergrad.
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Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
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Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015
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372-7372

102 Hearth Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

wvvw.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar
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Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
Registration Hotline 419-372-4444
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"We are really lucky, most people get injured from like falling down or slipping
into a tree. We don't see many injuries from weapons." - Sarah Luayk. MacDonald
hall director and participant in the live-action role playing game Dagorhir [see story, p. 1]
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"Yes, because
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because my dad's a

whenever you go

floss between my

dentist. He instilled

to the dentist they

teeth."

good habits."

always ask you."

TOMHOLZBACH.
Junior, Marketing

KATIE DEVORE.
Freshman. Integrated
Social Studies

The
debate we
really had

LIPIAN
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today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
FREDRICK HADDING.
Graduate Student.
German

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewsxom.

that will get on stage
without a Gucci suit
and the support of
Once a week a good friend and
I go shopping for our weekly
groceries. After roaming up
and down the endless aisles of
food, we like to top our excursion off with some beers and
conversation. I always enjoy
talking to him; this is probably why I consider him one
of my good friends. He's a
common guy with a big heart.
Well, after one of our shopping
adventures, we got to talking
about the Democratic and
Republican primaries. He told
me if he were to vote it would
be for Rudy Giuliani. I was
taken back when he told me
this, because 1 always thought
of him as a liberal Democrat.
As I meandered home from
his house, the cool wind bit
my cheeks red. 1 thought to
myself, "Fall is finally here."
It then made me think about
this growing concern of global
warming, because just the
day before it was 90 degrees.
I also thought about all the
other serious concerns of this
country. The immigration
issue with Mexico, the endless
war in Iraq and our nation's
dependency on oil. And then it
hit me, before he told me who
he would vote for, he said, "If I
were to vote."
When I returned back to my
room, I found an urge to look
up the percentage of young voters that actually vote. 1 found
a Web site titled. "Young Voter

"Does Johnny really
need to go to the
hospital anyway?
Pneumonia isn't even
a flesh wound - he'll
be fine."
vetoing the bill couldn't be
something that would ironically contradict his reason for
passing the original bill, could
it? Well, it is. His second reason
is because this bill goes beyond
its original intent. It was originally intended to give health
care to children who couldn't
afford health care. And this
bill would give health care to
children who can't afford it.
Is this starting to hurt anyone
else's head besides mine? Sure,
I guess Johnny's mom can pay
for his health care after she
maxes out her credit card, puts
down a second mortgage on
her $100,000 home and picks
up a third job. Besides, does
Johnny really need to go to the
hospital anyway? Pneumonia
isn't even a flesh wound —
he'll be fine.

THE BG NEWS
USA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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Have your own take on

I want someone

multi-million-dollar
businesses."
Strategies," and on this site it
stated that only 49 percent of
18- to 29-year-old citizens vote.
I always knew this number was
low, so it didn't hit me as a surprise. But I did want to
know why.
I think back on the hippy
generation of my parents and
how they had a mass movement to lower the voting age
to 18. This generation believed
that it didn't seem right to
expect someone to die for our
democracy and then not really
have a say in the policies that
led to war and kept us in the
war. This generation believed it
could make immense change
to this country through the
political system. Looking at our
generation now, I think this
belief has slowly dissipated.
I don't think it is because we
don't care about these issues,
of course we do. I think it is
because within this system
there seems to be no possibility of change. When I think of
Republicans and Democrats,
I always think about flipping
a coin. You get heads or tails.
That's all these parties are, two
different sides of a coin. And
within these two different sides
SeeBUSCHl
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e must socialize our medicine

Last week, Bush vetoed a bill
that would have given health
care to children. But he did
give Americans who are just
rich enough to eat, but just
poor enough to eat only from
the dollar menu, three reasons
why their children don't need
health care.
The first reason Bush gives
for vetoing the bill: It's too costly. Wow, didn't expect that one,
considering the war in Iraq has
cost $320 billion to fund. But
when the administration who
sent $12 billion in cash into a
war zone in Iraq says it will cost
too much, it must cost a ton.
However, isn't that the problem
in the first place? Isn't the reason these children need health
care because health care is
too costly? Maybe I'm the only
one who can see this, but the
only thing Bush has given the
American people is a half-ass
fence in Texas and tax breaks
for people who make millions.
Bush's second reason for

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

On a search for a
real candidate

DANIEL J. LIPIAH | GUEST COLUMNIST

I am writing in response to Tim
Sampson's shortsighted and
irresponsible story from last
Friday which detailed the events
from last Thursday's extremely
productive formal immigration debate between the latino
Student Union and the College
Republicans ["Illegal immigrants
and apologies,'' Oct. 12|.
In fact, "productive" may be
an understatement, because
last Thursday's festivities were a
resounding success, propagating
new and fascinating ideas about
how to fix the widespread problem of illegal immigration, while
providing a broad avenue for
reasonable discourse. Both sides
represented their arguments in an
astute and professional manner,
and all six panelists had unique
perspectives to offer.
Indeed, it took a lot of guts for
individuals like Ronald lafuente
and Andrew I looser to get up in
front of such a large group of people, surrounded by local media,
and heatedly and poignantly
display the passion they have for
their beliefs. These two panelists
spent countless amounts of time
and energy to make a difference
in the lives of the student body, to
create real change in our society
and educate people.
• Yet, you never would have
known this if you read Sampson's
ritory, which was so focused on
I the final 20 minutes of the debate,
Where several audience members
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Bush's final reason on why
this bill had to be vetoed is
that the bill shifts too much
insurance burden onto the
government rather than private
providers. Isn't this the main
problem — private insurance
companies forcing Americans
to pay too much and not covering necessary operations?
The government should have
stepped up and said insurance
companies can not treat people
like dollar bills.
Instead, the government said
if you get sick, it better be for a
good a reason, and you better
make sure you get sick on the
right day because you don't
have coverage on the
weekends.
Americans need socialized
health care for the same reasons Bush decided to veto the
bill. Health care companies
are allowed to do whatever
they want when it comes to
our health, and that is wrong.
I don't know what layer of hel I
someone must live in to deny a
sick person medicine, but I bet
it is the one with a low
deductible.
Send responses to this column
to thenews@bgnews.com.

MICKASlWflGMAM
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Who's to blame for lead
paint problems?

Football is key in building
school spirit

I read Nick Harvey's column
about lead in kids toys, and I
think it is unfair for Harvey
to express his idea like that
|"Cheap imports, now with
a healthy dose of lead paint,"
Oct. 12].
As is known to all, China
has become the world manufacturing center, and I have to
say that it is true. From clothes
to TV, from kids toys to Xbox
360s, they are all made
in China.
1 am from China, and I
deeply know the situation
there. In my mind, the only
reason why China is the
world manufacturing center
is because the labor fee is
very low. They are extremely
underpaid; the foreign company paid too little for the
workers.
Think about this: You need
to pay $60 per hour for the car
repair work, while they only
need to pay 1,000 Chinese
yuan (equals $150 U.S. dollars)
per month for a worker.
I think the foreign company knows about the lead
issue, but they do not want to
improve it. So stop blaming
the Chinese manufacturers!
They are just the workers
and they do what their boss
told them to do! Think again
before you blame anyone.
— Fanglong Dong
Graduate Assistant, Math and
Statistics Department

B-G-S-WHO?
Walking back and forth to
classes, I, too, wonder why so
many people have Ohio State
clothing. Then I remember,
"Oh yeah! Ohio State has sports
teams that win."
It's really that simple —
nobody likes to root for a losing
team. Take it from a Cincinnati
native; sports teams that don't
show up to play are hardly any
fun to watch (ahem. Bengals).
After watching the BGSU football team these past weeks
against Miami and Boston
College, I actually found myself
rooting for the other team!
And can you blame me?
Come on, six turnovers against
Boston College, four of which
were on consecutive possessions, another three against
Miami... it's just not fun anymore. I want to root for a team
that wins, and BGSU football
can't deliver that.
This isn't to say I'm not proud
to be a Falcon. I sport my BGSU
clothing just as much as the
next guy (or gal), and probably
more. Moreover, you'll catch
me at every home football
game, at least for the first half.
School pride comes from one
thing more than all others
combined: sports.
That's right, watching sports
is a whole lot more fun than
watching the choir, Dance
Marathon, alumni donating to
the University or anything else.

k
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TOMORROW IN FORUM
Mwendah M'Mailutha says why
a friendly immigration policy is
better than building a wall or
hunting immigrants down.
Columns from Brian Kutzley
and emeritus faculty columnist
Conrad Pritscher.

Sure, our faculty is amazing,
some of the best in the nation,
but when was the last time
they sacked Toledo's quarterback? I don't mean to sell our
staff, our advisers, our Sidney
Ribeau short, but a successful
two-point conversion against
a Big 10 team in overtime does
a little more to boost school
spirit.
The long and short of it is
this: I'm not going to waste my
time watching a team, even if it
is my team, if they aren't going
to put on a good show. I'd much
rather watch a team I like,
such as Ohio State or Michigan
— teams I've been rooting for
since I could throw a football.
At least I know it'll be a good
game.
As it stands now, watching
BGSU football is about as much
fun as a root canal. If Coach
Brandon and our Falcons can
put together a decent season,
school spirit will increase, but
until then, O-H-I-O!
— Brian Eggenberger
Junior, Integrated Social
Studies
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Being politically
correct isn't gay
KATE GAERTNER! GUEST COLUMNIST

During my senior year in high
school, my besl friend started a
game in which she slapped me
every time I used the word "gay"
as a synonym for snipid. It was
a natural pan of my lexicon and
had been for a long time; my family and 1 routinely called things
gay at the dinner table. It was
ftinny; it was an exercise in ironic
understatement to call the War in
Iraq gay, an exercise in catharsis
to exclaim the homosexuality of a
recent physics test.
As in all things, I was stubborn.
It took me a long time to realize
how hurtful that simple choice of
words could be, and I'd be lying if I
said I didn't initially try to justify- it.
My brother partitioned the word
into three meanings: gay meaning
happy, gay meaning homosexual
and what he referred to as "gayshoes gay" — something completely unrelated to sexual orientation, a cross between lameness
and stupidity In this way, he said
that gay was simply a word that
meant a lot of things. (Xir use of it
was nothing political, just simple
slang. We would be thwarting the
natural evolution of language to
refrain from saying it.
And then I realized that it is in
these blanket justifications, these
petty acts of naivete, that hatred
is spawned. I realized it on the
national day of silence, when my
school's Republican Club made
stickers to wear that said, "I won't
be silenced." The clash of the
political and the personal that
day made me realize it, when the
single gay student in my biology
class asked to go to the library
because he felt uncomfortable.
I paused, wondering how many
times I'd referred to assignments
as "gay" in his presence. I realized
that language is characteristically
more powerful than we know.
There an' those who say that
political correctness is intellectual
fascism, and their |x>int is well
taken. In censoring our words, we
censor the interpretation of our
opinions, driving our language
turther away from our thoughts
our intentions In censoring our
ideas, we thwart intellectual
progress. We keep ourselves from

"However, if we
look back to its
origins, hate is at the
forefront."
a common ground that would
Otherwise be cathartic But this
is a blanket statement, one that
does not justify the unintentional
hatred that comes with a slang we
find amusing. 1 doubt that there
is much intellectual progress to
be made from an honest usage
of "gay-shoes gay." Conversely,
it is my belief that, in keeping
ourselves from using the word,
we remind ourselves that it is a
foundation of intolerance, that we
make the conscious decision to
remain open-minded and accepting. In controlling our language,
we begin to control the hatred we
know it can spawn.
like all things, political correctness comes on a spectrum.
A small dose of it is both healthy
and necessary. As my violent best
friend would say, no one could
imagine using "black" as a synonym for stupid.
Many people say thai using
the word "gay" from time to time
is simply not that big of a deal.
Granted, it's not. But that also
means that il's not that hard to
stop saying it's not that hard to
convey stupidity or lameness with
another word.
To most of us, the use of "gay" is
second nature. To some homosexuals, it has become mild and inoffensive. 1 lowever. if we look back
to its origins, hate is at the forefront. Who decided, at first usage,
to call a pair of lame shoes gay?
Who decided that being gay was
synonymous with lameness, with
stupidity?Thinking about it takes
me back to middle school, when
"fag" was the insult of choice and
everything was "gay." Our culture
here is more tolerant than that,
and our language should reflect
that tolerance.
(iaenner writes for Student
Iij'e. the student neu'spaper ill
Washington University in St.
Louis. Miss.
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of the coin, you get standard
candidates that the youth of
this nation can rarely relate to.
1 bet if you would ask most
of my friends where I stand,
Democratic or Republican,
most would say I am a liberal
Democrat, way off on the left.
If you read my column often,
you may say the same. But if
you ask me personally, I consider myself an Independent.
I am against abortion. I also
believe that if we bring the
troops home from Iraq now,
it could be an even worse
decision than when we first
went into Iraq. It's not where
I stand that matters. More
importantly, I say this because
1 am sick of this system where I
only have two different sides to
choose from. And they're not
very different, it's like choosing
between a red apple and
green apple.
I want a real candidate that
will step up. I want a common
American, one like my friend,
even. One that doesn't look at
issues politically, but morally. I
want a candidate that doesn't
showcase one image while
running and do something
different while in office. I want
someone that will get on stage
without a Gucci suit and the
support of multi-million-dollar businesses. I want a candidate to say he decided on an
issue for another reason than
just his political affiliation
or the influence of some big
corporation. No. I want him to
decide to pursue an issue for
the well-being and greatness
of this country.
It seems to me that, as a
generation, we get this bad
rap for not voting and caring
about the issues. But I think
this is all wrong. I believe, as a
generation, we are waiting for
a real candidate to stand up.
A candidate that is not with
the Democratic or Republican
parties, but one that is in
the party of morals. One we
can relate to and enable us
to believe in change again.
This is what I am asking for.
I believe this is what we, as
a generation, are asking for.
And when this happens, this is
when we'll vote.

"These... panelists
spent countless

confronted my organization
about an event that took place
six months ago, that it completely neglected all of the unique
perspectives brought to the table
by these fine individuals.
In fact, the names Lafuente
and I looser could not be found
anywhere in Sampson's
write-up.
I find this regrettable because
it's not very often people like
Iafuente and Hooser get the
opportunity to represent their
views to the entire University
community, so it's an absolute
disgrace Sampson didn't allow
them the chance to be heard in
the student newspaper.
Yet, neglect aside, as a socalled journalist, Sampson
should know better than to
make his entire story about
something that only took up
20 minutes of debate time and
revolved around an issue that,
because of how long ago it took
place, is of no benefit to this academic community anymore.
In so doing. Sampson has violated one of the most important
tenants of the Missouri School of
Journalism's lournalist's Creed,
which states, "I believe that
advertising news and editorial
columns should alike serve the
best interests of readers; that a
single standard of helpful tnilh
and cleanness should prevail for
all; that the supreme test of good

amounts of time and
energy to make a
difference."
journalism is the measure of its
public service."
ITiis prompts me to wonder
how Sampson thought anything
in his amateurish story would
serve the best interests of his
readers. Shouldn't he have been
more concerned with writing about the ideas that were
brought to the table during the
debate, which would have, in
fact, served to educate this community on the issue of illegal
immigration? VVbuldn'i that have
benefited all of us more than
talking about the event as if it
were a boxing match?
Perhaps Sampson should
think about requesting a transfer
to the sports page, where things
are "simpler.''
Or. perhaps he just missed
a few journalism lessons in his
smarmy attempt to discredit two
very fine organizations.
But no matter what the reason, by sidestepping two of the
panelists and their outstanding efforts and passions, and
by focusing almost his entire
write-up on the afterthoughts
of a virtually archaic event,
Sampson has completely

insulted the I .niiio Student
Union, the (allege Republicans
and the brave members of both
organizations who put their
blood, sweat and tears into last
Thursday's debate.
Both the latino Student
Union and the College
Republicans organized this
debate to educate the student
body and come together. And
through this process, our two
organizations have become
much closer, have learned from
one another and have become
good friends.
We may still have our differences, but the bad blood
between us was wiped clean
a long long time ago, after I
physically went up to the ISU
offices to make peace with LSU
President Laura Saavedra and
former Political Action chair
\iki Messmore.
Hut thanks to Sampson many
of you didn't hear this story.
\jet's hope for more professional
reporting from him in the funtre.
because the student body and
the three panelists he deliberately omitted from his story deserve
better from their political corres|X)ndent than cheap parlor
tricks, exaggeration, obfuscation
and outright neglect and disrespect to the B(iSI) community.
lipian is a senior majoring
in physics, lie is Ihe chair of
BGSU's Coilegp Republicans.
Send responses 10 his column to
lhenews¥l)giieivs.com.

Sports Rehab
Do You Want to Work With Athletes?
Logans Department of Sports & Rehabilitation is designed to assist students n me
management of injuries & oss«t in the treatment of patients in a clinicol setting.

Master's Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation
► Unique Dual-Degree M.5./D.C. S Independent Groduate Degree Formats
► Develop Skills in the Assessment, treatment, Conditioning S Injury
Management ol Athletes
► Work with Professional, Collegiate 8 High School Sports teams
► Learn from Experts in Sports Medicine
► Treat patients in the state-of-the-art BIOFREEZEi Sports J
Rehabilitation Center
II you ore looking tor o career in healthcare ottering tremendous
personal satisfaction, professional success and an income commensurate
with your professional position, contact Logan University today!
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Coeducational
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Global Education Program
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University Bookstore
is participating in a national survey on textbooks and
course materials October 15-26.

ONE PARTICIPATING STUDENT FROM BGSU
WILL WIN $100!
One participating student from across the nation will win $500!
Look in your campus email for a direct link to the survey or log on at

bookstore.bgsu.edu
See Website tor official rules and regulations. One survey per student.

Your University.

Your Store.
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i 15 I UcioNiti, itnw liu;; Green, (ill I:I 1\2

•

www. greenbriarrentals.com
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Castro makes first live appearance
since falling ill more than a year ago
By Anita Snow
The Associated Press

I

HAVANA
—
I idel
Castro
made his first
live
appearance on Cuban
airwaves since
falling ill l-i
months ago.
Fidel
sounding lucid
and in good Castro
humor as he Cuban
exchanged president
praise
and who has been
jokes yesterill since July
day With the
Venezuelan 2006
president.
Castro's telephone call to a
television and radio program
ame minutes after visiting
Venezuelan President I lugo
i have/ aired a new videotape
Of their weekend meeting in
which he sang revolutionary
hymns to Castro and called
him "father of all revolution-

artes.
"I am very touched when
you sing about Che," Castro
told Chavez during his hourlong call to Chavez's "Alo,
Presidents" program — referring to revolutionary icon
Ernesto "Che" Guevara, to
whom the program was dedicated.
"There is electricity in the
air," Chavez said, obviously
pleased with Castro's call.
Castro, who has not
appeared in public since falling ill in July 2006, made his
last live media appearance in
February with a phone call to
Chavez's radio program broadcast from Venezuela. But there
was a half-hour delay before
that program was broadcast
in Cuba.
On the videotape, reportedly made during a meeting of
more than four hours Saturday
afternoon, Chavez also gave
Castro a painting he said he
made while imprisoned in

the early 1990s after leading a
failed coup.
The dark-colored painting
showed the bars of his cell and
a night scene beyond, with
a full red moon and a guard
tower in the distance.
Castro told him he needed to sign his work. "No one
knows the merit that this has,
that you did this!"
Cuban state television was
broadcasting Chavez's program live from Santa Clara,
where the communist government last week commemorated the 40th anniversary of
Guevara's death.
Chavez toured the museum
below the towering statue
of Guevara, which also contains a mausoleum housing
Guevara's remains.
Karlier yesterday, Cuban
state media released two new
official photos of the men
together, but provided no
details about the ailing Cuban
leader's health.

AP PHOTO

TREE TOWING: An elephant is guided bv a mahout as he pulls a teak log across a shallow stream seen in the jungles of central Myanmar
Myanmar has become notorious in the region for ignoring international and its own environmental laws in a Single-minded effort to make the
money that environmentalists say helps keep the regime in power.

Thailand forests threatened
by failing public policies
By Michael Casey
The Associated Press
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! October 17-20,2007

Four days of concerts, exhibitions,
workshops and screenings celebrating
the best in contemporary music and art.
for a complete schedule of events

http://festival.bgsu.edu
a collaborative project of
The MidAmerican Center for Contemporary Music,
College of Musical Arts. Fine Arts Center Galleries
and the School of Art

BANGKOK,
Thailand
—
Truckloads of illegal timber cross
the Myanmar border to sawmills
in China, while markets along the
Thai border openly sell bear paws,
tiger skins and elephant tusks.
Purther inland, the repressive
military regime plans to dam one
of Asia's purest rivers, and allows
gold and gem mines to tear up
hillsides and pollute groundwater
for quick cash.
Myanmar has become notorious in the region for ignoring
international and its own environmental laws in a single-minded effort to make the money that
environmentalists say helps keep
the regime in power.
"They may have laws on the
books but they mean extremely
little," said Sean Turnell, an expert
on the Myanmar economy with
Macquarie University in Sydney,
Australia. "I would say environmental considerations mean zero
to them. It wouldn't even enter
their heads."
After decades of self-imposed
isolation, the junta in the late

1980s began courting foreign
investors with offers of stakes
in gem mines, forest tracts and
hydroelectric projects. Foreign
investment allowed the regime
to double its military to 400,000
soldiers while offering neighbors
like China and Thailand access to
cheap raw materials and energy to
feed their growing economies.
A Myanmar government
spokesman did not respond
to a request for comment on its
environmental record. Chinese
government officials could not
be reached for comment and
Thailand denied its investment
in Myanmar contributes to the
country's environmental destruction.
I lardest hit in the rush to develop the country formerly named
Burma have been its rivers and
forests, environmentalists say.
Over the past decade, they say,
two dozen dams have either been
built or are scheduled to be built
mostly with the help of Chinese
and Thai firms. They accuse the
government of uprooting tens of
thousands of villagers to make way
for the dams to provide electricity
mostly to Thailand and China.

Among the planned dams are
at least five on the Salween, which
rises in libel and is considered one
of Southeast Asia's last untamed
rivers. A first dam is also planned
on the Irrawaddy. which activists
fear will result in the forced relocation of 10,000 villagers and the
decimation of its shoreside fishing
communities.
"Iliis region is one of the world's
biodiversity hot spots," said Naw
la of the Kachin IX'velopment
Networking Group, a coalition of
environmental groups watching
Myanmar. "If this dam is built on
the Irrawaddy. the fish populations
will decrease. A lot of people will be
suffering because their livelihoods
will disappear-"
Along Myanmar's border with
China, illegally felled timber is
transported to China, according
the Britain-based group Global
Witness. From there, it becomes
flooring ;uid furniture for European
and American homes.
Global Witness said most of
the logging takes place in an area
described as "very possibly the
most biodiverse, rich, temperate
area on earth," home to red pandas,
leopards and tigers.

Senior PortraitsThis Week!!
Monday, Tuesda

Wednesday

Senior Portraits
taken at

* tire Student
1
Union

"Free

\

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment by calling 372-8086.
- -
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SIDELINES

REDHAWKS 47, FALCONS 14
"That was one of the most embarrassing games I have ever coached in...
Somewhere down the line we have lost our confidence."
Gregg Brandon | BG coach

FOOTBALL
Browns beat
Dolphins with
Anderson-Edwards
combination

A missed opportunity
n a battle for the MAC East, BG can't get in rhythm

Braylon Edwards caught three

By Bill Bordcwick

touchdowns from Derek

Reporter

Anderson, leading the Browns
to a 41-31 home victory

For about 53 seconds, it looked as if the
Falcons had hope. Two plays later, that
dream died.
The Falcons took the road not likely
taken for victory. That road made sure
the Falcons got down 23 points before
they actually looked like they had life.
After being down 23, the Falcons were
finally able to put something together.
Roger Williams Ir. was able to put BG
in good field position by returning a
kickoff following a Miami touchdown
to the BG 41.
The Falcons proceeded to march
down the field in nine plays and were
able to find the end zone when running back Dan Macon capped off the
drive with two rushes combining for
23 yards, the second one finding the
end zone.
It looked as if the Falcons set themselves up to get back in the game in the
second half. The RedHawks were starting backups at quarterback and running back so the Falcons could get back
in the game with a strong performance
in the second half.
Unfortunately the Falcons could not
even make it to the second half. Miami
started the following drive on its 27
yard line with 1:58 to go in the first half.
After an Austin Sykes rush for no gain,
it looked as if the teams would head
into halftime with the score at 23-7.
The RedHawks had other ideas.
Quarterback Daniel Raudabaugh rolled
to his right and threw a deep ball up to
Eugene Harris.
There was one problem for the
Falcons, however. There was no one
within 20 yards of Harris, which made
it easy for him to catch the ball and
gallop into the end zone for a 73-yard

against Miami. The Browns
are now 3-1 at home in 2007.

Page 8

SOCCER
Falcons battle
Hartwick to tie
Goals by Abiola Sandy and
Alec Perea kept the Falcons
from losing to Hartwick. the
latest addition to the MAC.
Page 8

ONLINE
Check out The BG
News Sports Blog
For all the insider information
about your Falcons, check out
our blog.
http://bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1989 - Wayne Gretzky
passes Gordie Howes as the
NHL's all-time leading scorer.
1988 - With two outs in the
bottom of the 9th. an injured
Kirk Gibson hits a dramatic
two-run HR to give the

DO WN AND OUT: Tyler Sheehan is sacked by Miami's D.J Svabik (95). Sheehan was sacked six times in the game and did not

Dodgers a 5-4 win in the first

throw for a touchdown The Falcons had jusl 232 yards of offense on the day

See OFFENSE | Page 9

game of the World Series.
1987-The NFL Players
Association orders an end to
a 24-day strike.
192S-The N.Y.Yankees win
their first World Series over
the NY Giants, 4-Z

The List

Miami backs stun
defense, set tone
By Chris Volouhuk
Assistant Sports Editor

Every Monday. The BG News
presents you with our fantasy
studs for the week

I.Tom Brady: What a
game for Brady. His five TDs
and 388 yards made Tony
Romo look like a chump.

2. Ladainian
Tomlinson [below]:

Lack of
rushing
hurts BG's
pass game

Before Miami and BG kicked off
a very important Mid-American
Conference game Saturday,
the 16,148 fans in attendance
at Miami's Yager Stadium paid
tribute to former conference
player of the year and current
Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback
Ben Roethlisberger.
And judging by what took place

during the Falcons' 47-14 loss to
the RedHawks, Roethlisberger
wasn't the only celebrity
in-house.
The Bible's Moses was at the
game in the person of Miami
backup running back Austin
Sykes, who averaged 7.3 yards
per carry and rushed for 124
yards and two touchdowns
See DEFENSE | Page 9

ENOCH WU I IHEBGNEwS
GET AFTER HIM: Miami's Eugene Harris tries to get to the outside as BG's John Haneline
(44). Erigue Oozier (50). Darius Smith (97) and Oiyral Briggs (99) pursue

OXFORD, Ohio — A few weeks
ago you could consider the
Falcons' offense to be dangerous.
Now the best word to describe it
is "predictable."
The lack of a running game
has allowed opposing defenses
to make certain adjustments to
completely stall the BG offense.
Probably the most glaring disadvantage is that of the offensive line. Miami's linemen had
no other task than to get into
the backfield. They didn't have
to worry about clogging gaps or
containing, lust get to the quarterback. That was pretty evident
by the RedHawks' six sacks for 64
yards. That knocked the Falcons'
rushing total down to 25 yards
and 26 carries.
"It has to help a little bit since
they can drop into pass coverage quicker," said wide receiver
Corey Partridge.
Another reason Tyler Sheehan
was sacked six times was that the
RedHawks dropped back into
coverage on every play. The middle was clogged and the sidelines
were pinched downfield. There
were often six or seven men in
coverage. Sheehan completed just 16 passes for 140 yards.
He had time to throw on most
plays, but just couldn't find an
open man.
Last week, Sheehan forced the
football to his receivers in similar situations. This week, he was
less inclined to do so. But instead
of throwing interceptions, he
took sacks.
Say what you want about the
Falcon defense, they got stampeded Saturday by eight guys
who combined for 262 yards.
But the offense didn't help them.
The unit was on the field for just
23:23 in the game — that's more
than 13 minutes less than the
RedHawks had the ball. Playing
run defense nearly every play for
two-thirds of a game is rough.
The offense converted just 14
first downs. It rushed nine times
in the first half, much like last
week when they ran eight times
before the break. And much like
last week, the team was in a deficit at the half against a team that
knew its game plan.
"At the beginning of the year
it seemed like we could go down
the field at will, but these last two
weeks have been frustrating,"
Partridge said,
1 realize that Gregg Brandon
See RUSHING | Page 9

Heee's baaack LT got loose
on the Raiders for four scores
and 198 yards.

3. Adrian Peterson:
The Bears should join the Big

Record-setting weekend brings two wins
FALCON RECORDS

By Stan Shapiro
Reporter

KENDRA HALM: 11 block assists
breaks 15-year record.
"Kendras blocking, she was on firr
tonight at the net." said head Coach
Denise Van De Walle.
CHELSEY MEEK: 58 digs breaks
25-year record
"I have to compliment Chelsey. she's
a difference maker. She was all over
back row and front court playing
defense, she was phenomenal," said
Van De Walle.

12. Peterson ran for 224 yards
and three scores on them.

4. Braylon Edwards:
Excited about the butt-kicking
Michigan put on Purdue.
Edwards caught three scores
against Miami.

&TJL HMHMMIMMI
The Bengals lost but hey,
at least you had Housh
. on your fantasy team!
J 145 yards and two scores
2*

for our long-named

fl

friend.

The Falcons continued their
dominance at home this past
weekend with two hard-fought
wins against Central Michigan
and Eastern Michigan.
The victories improved the
Falcons' record to 15-7 overall
and 6-2 in the MAC. It is the
first time BG has started a season 10-0 at home since the 1991
team that made the NCAA
tournament.
In the Falcons' first match
on Friday night, they faced off
against Central Michigan, currently ranked the second-best
serving team in the country.
BG jumped out early in game
one, taking an 11-3 lead that
they wouldn't relinquish, led by
Meghan Mohr, who had seven
kills on nine attempts.
In game two, the Chippewas
came back to even the match
as they recorded five of their 12
aces. CMU was able to come back
from a deficit late, as the Falcons
led 29-26. The Chippewas fought

BRIAN 80<IHH0€n
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GLOVE SAVE: Nick Eno (30) makes a save in the Fakons game against Windsor Friday

JORDAN ROWEtt I IHEBGNEWS
GET SERVED: BG's Corrie Mills serves
against Eastern Michigan over the weekend
The Fakons won both their games and
improved their home record to 10-0.

back to get three big kills from
junior Kate Fissel and won the
match on a block by Whitney
Evers and Kelly Janisch.
"I felt that in game two, it was
a good game up until the last
four or five points, I mean we
really could have won the second game had we not lost focus
at the net," said Coach Denise

Van De Walle.
Following the break, Van De
Walle changed up the team's
rotation, and it paid off as BG
was able to dominate games
three and four with contributions from little-used players Alex Zlabis, freshman, and
Milica Askic, sophomore.
For the match, the Falcons
were led by Mohr, who had 16
kills and 23 points, and junior
Kendra Halm, who broke the 15year-old record for block assists
in a four-game match with 11.
See NETTERS | Page 10

BG won the game 12-1. Seventeen Falcons recorded points in the game

Hockey blows out Windsor
in exhibition play 12-1
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

The BG hockey team made
light work of the University of
Windsor 12-1 Friday at the BGSU
Ice Arena.
Though it was an exhibition
game against a team that BG

has defeated handily in exhibition games to open each of the
previous two seasons, Coach
Scott Paluch and his players were satisfied with Friday's
improved result.
See HOCKEY | Page 8
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occer team battles Hartwick to 2-2 tie
By P«t« Schramm
Reporter

The BG nuns soccer team
tied first-year Mid-American
Conference opponent Hartwick
2-2 in two oviTtimes yesterday,
moving its record to 3-7-3 overall
and0-1 -I intlie('(inference.
Head Coach I red Thompson
said lie thought his team started
off flat, bin played well as the
faille progressed.
"We didn't play well for the first
half, hnl the second half kind of
evened us om and I thought we
did well in overtime," he sidd.
"Thai was a good Hartwick
team. I'm glad they're in our conference,'he added. They're'going
tomakethe conference bctter.and
they are tough to play against."
"As the game progressed, we
felt like we improved. We gave the
other team chances, hut we |USt

BRIAN B0RNH0CFI I THE BG NEWS
GETTING AHEAD: Oniko Evwaiaye (18) dribbles past a defender in a game earlier in the
season BG tied Hartwick 2-2 yesterday

HOCKEY
From Page 7
"We were able to adjust 24
players tonight and everybody
was a factor," Paliich said.
"That's an impressive thing."
Perhaps most Impressive
among those 2-1 players was
freshman Dan Sexton. The
Minnesota native finished off a
hat trick with six seconds left in
the second period with a shorthanded goal to make the score
8-1. Sexton displayed uncommon aggressiveness for a freshman on the play, intercepting
a no-look pass from a Windsor
player at center ice and bursting
towards the opposing net with
surprising speed.
"I knew I had a breakaway
from a long distance away.

fixed it in the second half." said
senior Abiola Sandy.
The falcons fell behind early
when I lartwick's lohn Paul Boyle
got behind the l!(i defense and
scored. After being down 1-0 at
halftimc. the falcons climbed

back with second-half goals coming from Sandy and fellow senior
Alec Perea.
BC-'s first goal came when a
penalty was called after forward
Matt Klancic was tripped from
behind inside the box, earning

and I knew- 1 had a lot of time
because the ice was bad with
only six seconds left in the period." Sexton said. "I tried to get a
move in my head and if I didn't
score, whatever."
Sexton did score, with a nifty
move around Windsor goalie
Jim Walt, and thus brought several hats onto the ice from the
Falcon fans in attendance.
Sexton's teammate, senior
captain lohn Mazzei, also
notched a hat trick in the game,
scoring a goal in each period on
each shot he look. Three shots,
three periods and three goals,
yet Mazzei spoke modestly in
true captain form.
T had some good linemates,"
Mazzei said. T went to the net
and the puck was on my stick; I
didn't even have to look. I think
our team had an all-around
great game, but I just got

some great chances, got lucky,
and put them in the back of

the net"
Luck didn't play much of a
part in the game though — 17
different players recorded
points. BG out-scored Windsor
on power play opportunities
3-0 and out-shot them 48-15
overall. BG defensemen also
blocked 13 shots in the game.
Alex White gave Windsor
its only goal midway through
the first period, but BG players quickly made the lone tally
an afterthought. Sexton and
Mazzei led the 4-1 Falcon first
period charge, and Patrick
Tiesling also added a goal.
The Falcons smothered the
Lancers the rest of the way. putting up four unanswered goals
in the second and third periods.
Mazzei, lames Perkin, Tomas
Petruska, Sexton, David Solway,

the team a penalty kick. Sandy
stepped up to take the kick and
fired a shot into the lower right
comer of the net.
"(The goalie] actually made a
good dive, but the PK was better,"
Sandy said of the goal.
lust six minutes later, Hartwick
took tire lead back with another
goal after a shot deflected off the
body of a BG defender and into
the net. Later in the half, however,
the Falcons answered as Perea
chased down a long ball, kicking it
past the charging goaltender and
into the net for a goal.
Although the rest of regulation was played to a draw, the
Falcons came close to winning
during the last few seconds of regulation when forward (Cameron
1 lepple crossed a pass to an open
See SOCCER | Page 9

Tim Maxwell, and Kyle Page all
scored in the final 40 minutes
for BG.
The Falcons also displayed
a high level of consistency in
net, where Jimmy Spratt, Nick
Eno, and Phil Greer shared minutes to make 14 of 15 total saves
against Windsor.
Windsor played CGHA opponent and defending national
champion Michigan State last
week as well. Lancer coach
Pete Belliveau spoke highly of
the Falcons, though, saying he
thought Bowling Green showed
even more quickness than the
Spartans.
"|BG| scored some pretty
nice goals and they're a pretty
good team," Belliveau said after
the game. "To Michigan State's
defense, they played five lines,
but this team here tonight could
skate pretty good."

WiNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE

J35S5-—
^^^HJENITIES

Winthrop & Summit Terrace

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

2 Bed/I Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3bed/1.5 bath

Apartment Size
# of Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

1570 ($285 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$900($300 each)
$114

Gas

SO

$44

.ill electric

Electric

$20

$72

S140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$44

$44

Basic Cable

$44

Anderson outduels
Lemon; Browns put up 41
By Rusty MilUr
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Things can't
get much bleaker for the Miami
Dolphins.
The Cleveland Browns built
an early lead and held on for a
41-31 win yesterday that handed
the Dolphins a franchise-record
ninth consecutive loss.
"It is humbling." linebacker
locy Porter said. "As a team, as a
defense, we have real high expectations. But we are not playing
real good football right now."
The Browns (3-3) scored on
three of their first four possessions to go up 17-3 before
Leigh Bodden intercepted Cleo
Lemon's pass. Quarterback
Derek Anderson turned it into
a 24-yard touchdown throw
to Braylon Edwards on the
next play.
Afterthe Dolphins (0-6) pulled
within 27-24 in the third quarter,
Anderson threw his second and
third TD passes of the game to

Birch Run Golf Club
2 miles off I-75 South in
North Baltimore on St Rt 18

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$46

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Student ID Special:

Pool

Yes (2 Pools!

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$1203 ($401 each)
$500 ($167 each)

42frWeekday IB Holes with cart
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terback Derek Anderson after catching a 5-yard touchdown pass in the third quarter yesterday.

My 10 Minutes tram Camius!

Private Shuttle

|

AMYSANCETTA

CONGRATS: Cleveland Browns wide receiver Braylon Edwards, right is congratulated by quar-

^jj^ Weekend 18 Holes with cart

Edwards to put it out of reach.
"The season is not half over,"
first-year coach Cam Cameron
said. "Myexperience is that when
you get completely sick and tired
of the feeling we have right now,
then tilings will change."
Cleveland can go into its bye
week with some peace of mind.
After taking the week off. the
Browns play at St. Louis in two
weeks with a chance to go over
.500 — a rare treat for this downtrodden franchise.
Now it's Miami fans who are
hurting. The Dolphins, who fin
Ished last year with three losses,
snapped the team mark of eight
consecutive losses set during the
1967 season. Cameron remained
winless as an NE1. head coach. It
was also the sixth road loss in a
row for the Dolphins.
It's so bad that even the
lowly Browns had to battle
overconfidence.
"It's another step in the right
direction, to be able to beat a
team that everybody says you're
supposed to beat," Cleveland
coach Romeo Crennel said. "I
talked to the guys all during the
week about not underestimating
these guys or taking them lightly. To be able to come out and
get this win against a team that
you're supposed to beat, that's a
plus. You've got to be able to do
that in this league."
They were hamstrung without starting quarterback Trent
Green, sidelined by a concussion
suffered in last week's loss ai
Houston, filling in was Lemon,
who passed for two scores to
tight end David Martin and
ran for two more in his second
career start.

Call 419.iS7.3t41 loin t*r tit tin*

'Note: All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a 17 month average Due to weather, bills may be higher in some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd • 419.352 9135
www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com
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Flu Shots will be offered by
the Student Health Service again this year to
BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses, alumni and retirees. In
addition to being offered at the Student Health Service beginning
October 15, they will be given at the
following locations throughout campus:
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GRAND OPENING:
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17
LOCATION: Same place,
1058 N. Main St.,
just greatly expanded
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Discover), or BG1 Card.

New Store features will include:
• An expanded sales floor
• Wider aisles for shopping convenience and
comfort
• A training center where Goodwill's
programs will be offered to the Bowling
Green community
• A Goodwill donation center with it's own
entrance
Store Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon ■ 5:00 p.m. Sunday
Donations are accepted at our donation center during business
hours. For more information on Goodwill Industries ol Northwest
Ohio, please visit our website: www.goodwillnwohio.com
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"I'm going to bust

OFFENSE

DEFENSE

score.

while running through gaps in
the BG defense thai resembled
the Red Sea.
On the game, Miami rushers
gained a total of 2(>2 yards and
had five scores.
"I thought Miami's offensive line did a good job," said
BG head Coach Gregg Brandon.
"I think they knocked us off the
ball. I give them credit."
"IMiamil didn't come in
as a juggernaut on offense,
and they handled us today,"
Brandon said.
The first quarter didn't go
well for the Falcons. While the
offense couldn't get anything
going. Miami rushers were able
to dictate the pace, pulling up
two scores. The special teams
added a safety by blocking a
Nick lovinelli punt.
When the quarter ended,
lit. trailed 16-0. The deficit
would only grow as the game
wore on.
"They were a physical team. 1
111 i 11 k we made some mistakes."
said linebacker John llaneline.
"We expected coming out there
they were a good football team
and they were going to try and

Thai killed any momentum the Falcons had, and
the Red Hawks went on to
win 47-14.
"That was one of the most
embarrassing games I have
ever coached in," said BG
coach Gregg Brandon. "For all
Falcons and everybody that
loves BG, that's not who we
are. Somewhere down the
line we have lost our confidence. We are going to have a
gut-check week."
ENOCH WU IHE9GWWS
This performance hurts a
lot more than that loss to BC GETTING DOWNHIlL:Dan Macon eludes a defender on his way to the end zone in
a week ago. With Miami still Saturday's game at Miami. Macon ran four times lor 25 yards and a touchdown.
undefeated in league play, the
off lor more than that total.
play, Sheehan was sacked for
loss lor the Falcons essentially
puts them two games behind a 14-yard loss, and the team Tyler Sheehan was held to just
140 yards, and the running
the Redllawks because Miami punted two plays later.
game was only able to muster
"It is definitely frustrating,"
now has the tiebreaker.
It was a very frustrating day said BG wide receiver Corey 25 yards on 26 carries.
"They did a real nice job
for the Falcons on offense. Partridge. "At the beginning of
of getting their hands on the
Williams had seven kickoff theyearit seemed like we could
receivers and not letting us get
returns for 152 yards, but BG go down the field at will, but
down the field," Partridge said.
these last two weeks have been
could do nothing with the outstanding field position given to frustrating, especially when we "They really did not do anything that we have not seen all
them. It was that way from the work so hard in practice."
year, we just did not execute.
The offense was held to just
start. Williams returned the
opening kickoff to the Miami 232 yards on the day. Usually That is something we have to
35-yard line. The very next the passing game alone goes work on."

BG
First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp.-Att.
Interceptions
Total offensive yards
FumbUs-lost
Penalties-Yards
Punts-Yards
Time of Possession
Third Down
Fourth Down
Red Zone Scores
Sacks
Field Goals

MIAMI

14
26-25
207
19-J2
1
232
3-2
4-30
7-231
23:23
2/11
2/2
3
0/0

were twice beat by the big
play. In the second quarter,
Uaudabaugh connected with
wideout Dustin Woods for 43
yards to the BG 1-yard line.
Miami scored on a rush up the
middle the next play.
With just over a minute left in
tin' lirsl half, Uaudabaugh hit a
streaking Iiugene Harris down
the right sideline for 73 yards
ENOCH WU

:-EBGNEWS

GOOD ADVICE: 3G Coach Gregg
Brandon consults with corneiback Kenny
Lewis during Saturday's game. The Falcons
lost the game 47-14.
impose their will on you."
Along with the lied I lawks'

solid rushing performance,
Daniel Raudabaugh started in
place of the injured MikeKokal
at quarterback and did a good
job of leading I he offense. Me
completed IO-of-24 passes for
2il7 yards and a touchdown.
Through the air, the Falcons

andaTD.
"It was just a humbling experience." llaneline said. "We've
got to regroup, start with practice and prepare. We have to
prepare a lot better."
As a unit, BG had six tackles
for a loss, three sacks and four
fumbles forced, llaneline led
the team in tackles with 18.

The loss was one that was
lough to take for all involved.
"I'm going to bust my butt to
not let that ever happen again,"
Brandon said. "We've got six
days 10 get thai done."

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
THE INFORMATION DESK

From Page 7

is under center, he's sure to run
— he's only thrown one pass
this year.
Brandon
has continually
emphasized that BG is a passing
team and that won't change. But
they're supporting the fact that
they can't rush the ball by not

pass when he faces BG.

even trying to do h.

"If you didn't know alter the
first game we wreregoingto th row
the ball every play, something is
wrong with you," Partridge said.
The Falcons are averaging
more than 25 rushes a game and

The Falcons started the year
as an unknown. Now they're
known — as a team that only
passes. And until they change
that, teams are going to take
advantage.

SOCCER

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

more than 18 pass attempts per
game. In its first two games. BG
averaged 15 rushes in the first
half. In the pas) four, they've
averaged just eight.
When the Falcons do run. it is
often with backup quarterback

and Mick McCall are both very
saw) with the air attack. They
can take game film and figure
out where a team is weak and
exploit it. They know how to rack
up yards through the air. But
you could watch every game
tape from the past two seasons
of a defense and it isn't going to
matter, because any defensive
coordinator with a pulse knows
he's got to game plan around the

..and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

Anthony Turner, when Turner

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn't

"Basically, if we

From Page 8
Chuko Fvwaraye in front of tlie
net. Fvwaraye quick!) got a shot
off with one second left to play, but
the ball sailed just high, sending
the game into overtime.
Despite out-shooting the I lawks
16-14 in regulation, the Falcons
were out shot 3-1 in the two overtime periods, Both teams saw several quality scoring opportunities
in the extra periods, but neither
could convert.
The lalcons, who were without four starters in their previous
game on Wednesday, were at full
strength against I lartwick yesterday. Defensemen Thomas McU'an
and Dusko Topolic, forward
Cameron I lepple, and goalkeeper
Paul Shoemaker all returned for
BG yesterday.
Despite being at full strength,
Thompson used a total of 17 players throughout the match to help
mix things up. "We're at the point
now where it's later on in the season, people are banged up, and we
need to use more bodies," he said.

communicate well,

1-800-395-HELP

we'll probably beat
them."

www.knowledge is empowering.com

A ec Fetea

bu soccer

"I lopefully the more people we
use. the more impact thw can
have."
The Fidcons will now begin what
promises to lie a difficult week.
as they will hit the road to take
on two nationally ranked opponents Wednesday, the team will
travel to Ann Arbor to face No. 21
Michigan, and Saturday they will
head to Akron to take on the No.
22 Zips.
After a strong performance yesterday, Perea showed a great deal of
confidence in his team as he looked
forward to the tough week ahead.
"Basically, if we communicate
well, we'll probably beat them," he
said confidently.
After the two road games, the
Falcons will finish out the regular
season with three straight home
games starting on Oct. 24.

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
^
702 Third Si.
839 Fourth Si.

happen again."
Gregg Brandon | BG coach

2007-2008
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!

26
53-262
237
16-24
0
499
4-1
5-40
3-140
36:37
7/14
2/2
5/6
6
2/2

V2

RUSHING

Foundation
for

iffe

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

Management Inc.

419-353-5800
www.meccabg. com

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
COG OM TODAY TO:
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

-—

_

Id Am
InagemeDt

< hirlestown Apts.
710 Scon Hamilton
730Scoll Hamilton

my butt to not
let that ever

From Page 7

From Page 7

Houses Available
■seii

■ sssBB

close to campus

(all1» make an appointment today!
Mid \m Management
Ml lliiul »4 B(i

352-438(1

2008/2009 Listings Now Available!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg. com

SPORTS

jftMonday.Ottobet 15.2007

BROWNS

among the worst in the NFL

From Page 8
"We did some positive tilings.
lust not enough, said Lemon,
who
completed
24-of-43
passes for 256 yards with two
interceptions.
Ronnie Brown added 101
yards on 19 carries to rack up his
fourth consecutive game with
more than 100 yards, hecoming
just the second Dolphin to pull
off that feat.
The Browns were also missing a marquee name on offense.
Running back lamal Lewis, 10th
in the league in rushing, sat out
with a sprained right foot. His
subs were more than adequate,
with lason Wright rushing for
59 yards and a touchdown on
20 carries, and lerome I larrison
adding ,ri7 yards on eight carries.
Luckily for both offenses, they
were facing defenses ranked

NETTERS
From Page 7
"I really just didn't think about
it, I know we had to concentrate
on blocking which is really one
of our biggest goals, so I just tried
to get there as fast as I could and
put my hands up." I lalm said.
In llie falcons' second match,
they hosted a talented and experienced Eastern Michigan team
that took the falcons to five
games. It was only the second
time this season the team has
had a match go live games at
Anderson Arena.
In game one. HO was able to
dominate the Ivagles at the net.
hitting .:«)() as a learn and holding Eastern to .116. The falcons
were led by setter Sam fish, with
19 assists, and Halm, who hit
.800 for the game.
BC! dropped game two again
as the Eagles were able to lake

the closely contested match,
Neither team led by more than
three. Game two was also the
only game in which Eastern
Michigan recorded more kills
than the falcons.
"Our
court
personality
changed, we weren't as gungho against them as we were in
the first game. So we had to
come out and go back to being
aggressive and swinging hard,"
Mohrsaid.
In game three. BG was able
to bounce back and reclaim the
lead in another big game from
Kendra Halm who had seven
kills on nine attempts and libero
Chelsey Meek who recorded 14
digs in the game. As a team, the

Wright's 1-yard touchdown
run came on the fifth offensive
play. Anderson then scored on a
1-yard run, Phil Dawson hit a 40yard field goal and Kdwards' first
11) catch from Anderson made
It 24-3.
I'he Dolphins rallied, lemon hit
Martin for a 14-yard score, then
saint! on two nins in the third
quarter to cut the lead to 27-24.
But then Anderson found
Edwards in the end /.one, where
lie shielded t he ball from defender Will Allen to make a 5-yard
catch to give the Browns some
room to breathe.
"I'he momentum was kind of
swinging their way a little bit,"
Anderson said. There wasn't a
lot of excitement on the side
lines. We sustained a long drive
and answered a score with a
score. It kind ol put them down
a little bit, sort of, 'Jeez, they
scored again.'"

Falcons hit .340 and had seven
blocks.
Going into game four, Van De
Walle again tried to tweak the
lineup playingCorrie Mills more
often to go with a taller line up.
Unfortunately for BG, the move
didn't pay oil as I astern took
control of the momentum and
jumped out to a 6-1 lead.
fhe falcons did battle back
late to tie the game at 24 when
attempt sailed out of bounds.
However, after the 24 all tie, the
falcons were outscored 6-2 to
finish the game.
Game Bve proved to be the
closest and most exciting game
of the weekend for the falcons
— late in the game they found
themselves trailing 11-12 following a timeout, lit! was able to
battle back and tie the game at IS
on a kill from senior Stephanie
Swiger. On the next play, the
falcons took the lead on another Swiger kill. IKi clinched the
game and the match with a service ace from senior Elizabeth
Simon, which dropped right in
front of the Eastern back line.
They played hard to defend
this court, and what I was trying to do was put in a little taller
lineup. I put in Mills for Sam,
and I think it worked. We got
the big block when we needed
it, and then Simon sealed it with
the ace," Van De Walle said, "I
couldn't think of a better way
to end it."
for the second match in a row,
the falcons had a school record
set as Meek set the school record
for digs in a five-game match
with :I8, a record set 25 years ago
in Van De Walle's first year as
coach at BG,
following this weekend, the
falcons hit the road Saturday as
they play at rival Toledo and then
head to Ball State on Saturday.

Line the Walks at

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

1'/2 Blocks From Campus

—

• Pet friendly!
• Heat Included!
• Patio & Private Entry!

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

From Only $490!

Studios: (torn $309
1 Bedrooms from $435

v»"SI'>SQU*KI

□ -.
K1

r

CedarftiMt.

419-392-7691

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
24
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
40
41

Travel
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call for group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed'
Into/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
www ststtavel com

Services Offered

ACROSS

Students, we will clean up alter
your party...recycle your cans,
bring the bags. etc. Call 419-3521457. ask for Linn. Let us know
when & we'll be there.There Is a
fee. don't get a citation. Call Party
To Go, Inc. 419-352-1457.

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
28
32
35
38
39
43
44
45

WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD
CARS. RUNNING OR NOT
419-819-8700

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Monday Night Football
BEER SPECIALS
and 2 for 1 Pizza!"
Crisis Pregnancy? Don't know what
to do? Your heart won't let you abortconsider adoption Loving Christian
couple looking to adopt a baby
russ n denise@hotmail.com
800-303-7054 pin 95

Help Wanted

9

HTERnET
SIMM Mil

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them, www AdCarClub.com
Employment Specialist - Develop
and maintain relationships with community businesses tor the purpose of
individual/group job placement and
contract procurement. Bachelor's
Degree in Special Education. Social
Work, or closely related field, two
years experience in the field of MR/
DD or related field. In lieu of related
degree, must have a minimum two
years direct paid sales/marketing
Full-time position. Salary S36.065 00
-S41.065.00 based upon experience
Application packet may be obtained
from Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling Green. Ent. B Monday-Friday.
8:00am-4 00pm Application deadline 10/18/07. E.O.E.

f

Type of tiger
Pitcher's rubber
Get together
Fled to wed
Verdi opera
Bad financial situation
Highly excited
Spanish river
Do another lap?
_ and void
Supreme Court count
Organic compound
Editor's takeout sign
Mouth off
Shortstop Derek
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

BCWIIHB

Graan

Help Wanted

For Rent

Beef up your resume! Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo. Three positions available S8 per hour plus bonuses - well
work with your schedule Please call
Scott at 419-824-5819

3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower

Now hiring dancers. No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old
419-332-2279 after 8 pm

For Rent

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeyejnnandstudios com

" Avail now Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm free internet cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325

Downtown apt, 2 bdrms w/ balcony
Available immediately S550 + util.
Call 419-494-4677

419-352-5239
Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740

Furn. room, TV. Ireedom of house,
W7D. clean & quiet S300 mo S100
dep. No other bills 419-354-6117.
Larry.

08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail.
See CartyRentals.com
S5WEB/call419-353-0325
1 bdrm apt. for sublease, in Hillsdale
1st month's rent is Iree.
Call 419-656-8268

16) South Main - UowlinK Grven

Share house w/ garage & yard Grad
student or older, non-smoker, close
to campus $500 mo 419-352-9999

Phone 419-353-2277

Mcstor^eamgra&GiftBtolEQ

II

You Light Up my Lite $29 95
This defcghttul arrangement of colorful Getwra Daisies is accented
with fiber opCc lights - wtial fun'

NC* VAllO WltH *K> 0IHEW Wl"

Call lor details

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

Use your package at any of our locations

■mMMsna
1 Week Free

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

Falling For You $24 95
Far flowers « a bright orange pumpkin basket
a great way to say you care & add a touch ol the season
You Are Unique $16.95
This unique arrangement ol Daaies and Queen Annes Lace
is wrepped up in colorful tulle and tucked into a dear vase

2 VISITS F0R$5

S0UTHSI0E LAUNDROMAT
993 S Mam
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available

WE HAVE LOTS MORE FOR YOU TO CHOOSE FROM
SO GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 b«ds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
noappt. needed

E.

1

3
1

6
1

Tan for as low
THE
as
$15 a month
TANNING
CENTER
t» ii it

THE HEAT
904 E Woosler
419-352-3588

42 Puccini opera
47 Make a bubbling
sound
48 "SNL" alum Gasteyer
50 Poetic pasture
52 Shinbone
53 Deserves
55 Postulate
56 Slur over
57 Discourage
58 Touch down
59 Chills and fever
60 House of cookies?
61 Lower ten
65 British rule in
the East

ANSWERS
H

■■

©www.dacor.nei
or call 419.352.3568

BABYSITTER on Thur/Fn needed for
inlan! in our BG home S5/hr. Call
419-494-1660
Bistro Wasabi hiring servers, bussers 8 hostesses. Apply in person.
3150 Chappel Dr. Levis Commons,
Perrysburg OH 43551

46
49
51
54
58
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Dish alternative
Split particle
Chef Wolfgang
Hub of The Hub
Actress Gilpm
Bailiwick
Pindar, for one
Wraths
Pig follower?
Links vehicle
City on the Bay of Biscay
was here (WWII graffito)
Pallid
Guinness or Waugh
What's added to injury
Bouquet tosser
Ah. yes!
Whiz lead-in
Ugo Tognazzt movie
Of the ear: pref.
Nary a one
Twosomes

Use a stopwatch
Vietnamese attire
Tavern employee
Fellini film
Way in: abbr
Samoan port
Latin land
Lunchbox goodies
Bad behavior
Communion plates
Caspian feeder
Top off four walls
Hardy cabbage
Caustic substance
Lady lobster
Cassini of fashion
Aloha m Genoa
Wrinkly citrus fruit
Malevolent stare
Polanski film
Amorphous amount
Be worthy of
PC image
Bask
Former spouses
Animates
October gem

HIGH SPEED DS
529 95/MON

(BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

C/A, Pots Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term Leases Avail

419-353-7715 t=*

brought to you by
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The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR

419-372-6977
I In- BG NM will MM knowingly accept

Eastern's Jennifer Swartz's attack

ardens

3

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

We pay your sales In!!

165 South Main - Downtown BG
419-352-6395

SUMMER SEASON

2 0 0 8

„ AUDITIONS
?_ Snechnical
Interviews

+ FREE
+FREE
Mounting • Balancing <

♦ FREE
* FREE
Valve Stems * Alignment Check

♦FREE
National Warranty

L

•

Buy tour Michelm tires from
TIRtMANandyouget...

50 50 75
Us
Cud

Mail III
Rebate

ANTI-FREEZEI MECHANICAL! °'

CHANGE

FREE ""

Anti-Freeze Test

Music
Downleads
^"Mechanical

ft

QStoaa&rrrifr

Radiator Rush

VMOMMCWII mvwmt wwv

Service
MUMMBBCOOMIttt

For information:

Cte^tirintscom
iNTlRTAINMtnT

41«27^388

I Central (King 3115 King Rd.
4194424473
iMaumee
532 Illinois Ave
419493-7242
IParryiburg 25996 N Doe H»y 4194734911
I Woody*
3725 Witliston Ro 419498-1863
ISytrania
5832 Monroe St 4194824984

Fremont
West Toledo
North Tonne
South Toledo
Franklin Park

1925 W State St
2779 YV Central
222WAIens
750 S Reynolds
5022 Monroe SI

419-332-3261
419479-7010
41M7S-7121
419-535-3033
419-4754671

Holland
TrueUFarm
Bowling Green
Monroe, Michigan

7171 Orchard Cntr
532*n»Ave
999 S Man St
1986 N Telegraph

419461-19191
419491-79731
419-352-5788 fl
80O-49840O9|

VISir Ui OH IHE WEB a Hi.l...n,.n com

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-U717

•

445 K.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

•

www.greenbriarrentals.coin

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

I

